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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 

Clifford G. Lewis 

The year 1981 has been a reasonably good year for the Society. 
Financially, we are holding our head above water; but with increasing 
postal rates and costs of material, it may soon be necessary to consider 
raising annual dues again. However, an increase in membership would off
set this painful procedure to some extent . 

How do we get new members? By advertising in journals and bulle
tins of other societies, or by word of mouth . Apart from telling your 
gardening friends about the merits of the APS, why not invite them to 
your house one evening to see a slide show of Penstemons. James Taylor 
has been upgrading the Penstemon slide library, so you can be assured 
your friends will have an entertaining evening. 

It is also important to maintain a good seed exchange. If this 
deteriorates, we shall not only fail to attract new members but, most 
likely, will lose some of our present members. So, please send in seed, 
no matter how small the amount . 

Once again I make an appeal to new and old members who are not al
ready in a round robin to join one. I can assure you that half the enjoy
ment of being in the APS is derived from participation in at least one of 
the robins . In the absence of regular monthly meetings, which are not 
feasible with our scattered membership, the robins are the next best 
thing. In a robin you can contribute and learn at the same time. Please 
contact Vivienne Harold who will place you in the robin most suitable- for 
your needs. 

To our editor, George Yingling , his wife, Mary, members of the 
executive, members at large, robin directors, and other officers I wish 
to thank all of you for a job well done. 

To all members, may you derive much success and enjoyment in your 
gardens in 1982. 
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ABOUT OUR COVER 

The splendid illustration on our cover was drawn by Mr. DeWitt Ivey 
who lives in Albuquerque and is a friend of Erma Pilz. He teaches a 
course in Biology entitled, Plants and Animals of New Mexico, Flora and 
Fauna, at the Sandia High School. Sketching wild flowers is an avoca
tion. 

He has a Master's Degree in Biology from the University.of Florida 
and has studied additionally for one and one-half years at the Uni ver
sity of Michigan. He is presently working on a book on New ~exico's 
wild flowers. 

We are most fortunate to have had Mr. Iveyprepare the' sketch which 
shows the details of P. whippleanus in such vivid and accurate detail. 
We appreciate his effort and hope he can grace us with another drawing 
in the future. 

(The following is a reprint from "Studies in Penstemon--VII. 
A Gyto-taxonomic Account of the Section Spermunculus" by 
David D. Keck) 

PENSTEMON WHIPPLEANUS A. Gray 

Stems often stout, forming clumps 1.5-6(-7.5) dID. tall; herbage 
deep green, glabrous below or occasionally the stems puberulent; leaves 
thin, entire or sometimes obscurely crenulate-toothed, basal elliptic
oblong to broadly ovate, acute, gradually or abruptly tapering to the 
slender petiole as long as or longer than blade, in all 4-10(-13) cm. 
long, 1-3 cm. wide, cauline oblong to lance-acuminate, the upper cordate
ample~icaul; tQyrsus of 2-5 congested several-flowered verticillasters, 
foliose below, the upper ones confluent and dense, the lower more open, 
sometimes on elongated but appressed peduncles; calyx 7-11 mID. high, 
somewhat accrescent, the lobes broadly lanceolate to narrowly linear
lanceolate, attenuate, herbaceous throughout or nearly so, entire; co
rolla highly variable in color, ranging from deep dull purple or violet, 
through inky blue or greenish blue, to greenish white or creamy often 
tinged with purple, or wine purple or deep maroon to gray-purple or 
gray-violet or chocolate-purple, the color sometimes deeper within throat 
than without, 18-28 mID. long, 7-11 mID. wide pressed, abruptly ampliate, 
± gibbous, the lower lip much exceeding upper, both only slightly spread
ing, the palate villous; anther-sacs broadly ovate, becoming explanate, 
1-1.4 mID. long; staminode well exserted, prominently tufted at the 
slightly dilated apex with a long yellow beard, or occasionally glabrous; 
capsule usually glandular-puberulent about apex. 

On subalpine and alpine mountain sides from western and southern 
Wyoming, through most of the mountain chains to southwestern New Mexico 
and northern Arizona, at elevations from 2400-3700 meters. 
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Distribution of Pemlemon H!hippleanus. 

While Whippleanus is sufficiently unlike the other members of its 
section from the Rocky Mountain region to have prompted Pennell (1920) to 
keep it in a monotypic section, i~ represents a p';r:allel trend.of devel
opment to that manifested in angu~neus and Rattan~~ on the Paclfic Coast, 
and through its similarity with those species it is accommodated naturally 
wi thin the subsection Humiles. A principal unique variation it has de
veloped is in the glandular pube.scence of the ovary ru:d capsule. This is 
found in all the collectionS;1hu8 far examined exceptlng those from the 
Sandia Mountains, New Mexico. In almost all other respects it shows a 
relationship with Rattanii, the similarity extending to the habit, the 
slightly crenate-dentate leaves, the shape of th€ calyx ann corolla, ~he 
size and, to some extent, the color of the corolla, the exserted staml
node, and the bearding of the palate and staminode. 

The amazing variation in flower-color, which surpasses that in any 
other species of the genus, appears to be quite at random, and it is 
impossible to point out natural races based on this character. 
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK 

Some members have inquired as to why the seed list is not included 
as a part of the Bulletin as it was some years ago. Themail system is 
the primary reason. We send the Bulletin by bulk mail, which greatly 
reduces our mailing costs. However, the Postal Service will not forward 
bulk mail nor will they return it to the sender. The only way we can 
increase the probability of your receiving the seed list is to send it 
first class. If you have moved and have not left a forwarding address 
the list is returned to the sender letting us know you have moved. Ho;
ever, it is ~ that you send your new address to the Membership Secre
tary, Mr. Orville Steward, because the Postal Service will onlY forward 
first class mail for a limited time. ORVILLE STEWARD'S NEW ADDRESS IS: 
Box 33, PlYmouth, VT 05056. 

At the risk of "nagging," we again call your attention to the DUES 
NOTICE. We had many delinquent members last year, many of whOm thought 
they had paid their dues. It is easy to let dues slip. We cannot af
ford to send additional reminders because of the great increase in post
age. We operate on a very small budget, all work of the staff being 
done on a volunteer, non-pay basis. We are keeping our heads slightly 
above water and are trying to operate so that we will not have to in
crease dues. However, we need to reprint the Studies which. are so valu
able but are now out of print. There is additional material that we 
would also like to make ,\ailable to members. 

As I mentioned in the Seed Exchange list, we have a new Beginners 
~ual and have sent copies to all members we could identify as having 
jOl.ned after the old supply was exhausted. If· we have missed ,anyone, 
please inform your Editor and one will be mailed to you. 

We also,have a nice four-page advertising pamphlet which can be 
used at various types of gatherings of garden enthusiasts to interest 
them in joining our Society. If you wish to have a quantity to give 
away at such gatherings, send a request to your Editor, stating the 
quantity desired. 

Mark McDonough has made a proposal to start a cutting exchange which 
has great merit. I intend to support him as an active member and hope 
other members will also. Re·ad his article carefullY and write to him if 
you would like to participate or if you have any suggestions. 

1982 MEETING ANNOUNCEMENTS 

The Midwest Chapter will meet at the Cox Arboretum on the weekend 
of June 5, 1982. All APS members are invited and we are particularlY 
anxious to have members in the East attend since many have never had an 
opportunity to attend an APS meeting. Details will follow later. 

The Northwest Chapter will meet at Ketchum (Sun Valley), Idaho, 
July 8, 9, 10. This will give members a chance to attend the.APS meeting 
and the ARGS meeting in Boulder. By attending the ARGS meeting one will 
also have an opportunity to see the new Rock Alpine Garden at the Denver 
Botanic Garden. Panayoti Callas, an ARGS and APS member, is Curator 
there and has done a magnificent job. Note his article in this issue. 
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A TRIBUTE TO CLIFFORD G. AND OLGA LEWIS 

(In 1980 the ARCS honored Cliff·and Olga Lewis with an Award of 
Merit. The following is a reprint of an artia"Le from the ARGS Bulletin, 
Vol. 38, No.3, Summer 1980. by permission of Laura Foster, ARGS Bulle
tin Editor.) 

In the fifteen-year span of their membership in the American Rock 
Garden Society the contributions of Clifford'~. and Olga Lewis in the 
interest of the Society and its members have been sustained and closely 
intertwined. It is considered befitting, therefore, to honor them 
jointly at this time. 

The role of Clifford Lewis in the affairs of the Northwestern Chap
ter has been one of leadership from the beginning of his association with 
the Society: Chapter Treasurer, 1966-1967; Chapter Chairman, 1969-1970 
when the Chapter hosted the Society's 1970 Annual Meeting in Seattle; 
Field Trip Chairman, 1971; and, again, Chapter Chairman, 1975-1976 when 
the Chapter had a major role in organizing and hosting the First Interim 
International Rock Garden Plant Conference in North America. National 
officers attest to the wisdom of his counsel where matters of national 
concern are involved. His qualities of leadership are presently re
flected in his being president of the Penstemon society. 

Olga Lewis has gi van generouslY of time and energy to insure that 
members' interests and concerns have been met. Her social sensitivity, 
whether formallY identified as Hostess Chairman of the Chapter or ex
pressed in assisting others in that role, has contributed much to the 
success of many Society activities. No less significant has been her 
organizing of sPecial study groups and public displays on such matters of 
interest as trough and container gardens. 

In addition to the continuing support that Olga has given Cliff in 
his official duties, their joint efforts have been particularly notable 
in their leadership of field trips, garden tours and similar group ac
tivities. Their long hours of labor as members of the 197B-l979 ARGS 
Seed Exchange Committee contributed much to the success of the Exchange. 
The generosity with which Cliff and Olga have supported Society objec
tives is evident in the way in which they share their garden and their 
expertise in growing alpine plants. Cliff's talks on the growing of 
alpines as well as their gifts of the plants themselves. has contributed 
importantlY to an expanded interest &!tOng other horticultural groups in 
the Northwest. In brief, Clifford and Olga Levis have been a vital 
force in furthering rock gardening and the interests of rock gardeners 
individually. 

The American Rock Garden Society is proud to present to Clifford 
G. and Olga Lewis, jointlY. its Award of Merit for their outstanding 
service to the Society. --F.R. 

O"Lga Lewis died in ApriZ, 1981. 
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PENSTEMONS IN DENVER 

Panayoti Callas 
Curator, Rock Alpine Garden 

Denver Botanic Gardens 

Denver is not ordinarily regarded as a center for the growing of 
Penstemons. Within the bounds of the metropolitan area of Denver, there 
are perhaps only two or three species of Penstemons which can be en
count:red in a wild state: P. unilateraZis and the rather scarce P. 
grczr:d7-fl:opus. are rarely found on the remnant prairie. Penstemon angusti
fol7-~s ~s st~ll common a little to the east on virgin prairie, and ex
tend~ng the range to the south or west, one Quickly encounters a wealth 
of Penstemons: P. vipens covers countless acres in the foothills of the 
Front Range from the piedmont mesas around Boulder, Golden and Monument 
to lofty elevations in the mountains. This is one of the loveliest 
native Penstemons. P. seaundifloPUB, almost twice the height of the 
las~, has luminous, lilac flowers as the Foothills' Penstemon fades. P. 
alp7-nus--which is definitely not alpine in distribution--can be found at 
very low elevations south towards Colorado Springs. It is one of the 
showiest of all Penstemons in its myriad forms. P. rydbergii and P. pro
aePUB.are co~on at higher elevations in moister spots than one usually 
assoc~ates w~th Penstemons. A little farther afield--towards Laramie to 
the north or south of Cclorado Springs--the variety of Penstemons begins 
to dizzy one: P. lariaifolius var. exilifolius to the north and the 
vaguely similar P. linarioides almost the same distance to the south are 
superb rock garden plants that are very hard to grow unless one provides 
them with hardpan soi~ and much drouth--then both of these will self sow. 
The scarlet Penstemon barbatus is very common in Colorado Springs and 
southward. P. eI'ianthePUB and P. albidus can both be found abundantly 
not far to the north of Denver. The former is much more dramatic and 
be~utiful. The White Prairie Penstemon is usually regarded as a disap
po~ntment. If one were to include the areas to the west of the Front 
Range; whole new sections of Penstemons (such as the Ericopsis section) 
come ~nto play. Thus, even if there are only a few species of Penste
mons growing wild in Denver proper, it is a wonderful base for exploring 
for new Penstemons. 

.And as.I have discovered in recent years, if one provides them with 
the r1ght 80118, the proper watering regime (which often means NOT wa
tering, NOT "preparing" the soil) I doubt if there is a better climate 
for growing a broad range of Penstemons than on the High Plains of 
Colorado. 

. As long as they are provided with proper, circumneutral, gravelly 
so~l, there appears to be. hardly any difficulty in cultivating any 
Penstemons in the Dasanthera section--the "Shrubby" Penstemons--in 
Den;er. These reQuire ordinary irrigation here--that is to say, that 
dur1ng the longer, drier periods of our summer months, these need addi
tional watering. But not much. What is most surprising, perhaps, is 
the ~act that these Penstemons need virtually no care in the wintertime. 
Desp1te their broad evergreen foliage, they suffer a minimum of winter
burn.~uring our.long, sunny winters. Thus far I have grown P. aard
wel~7-7-, P. fpu~7-aosus, P. barrettiae and a myriad hybrids of these. P. 
pup7-cola has f1nally agreed to grow for Allan R. Taylor in Boulder; 
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however, I find it still to be a rather temperamental plant. P. x 
'Crystal' is a bit of a weed here on banks. 

Penstemon hallii, and a few other high mountain species have adapted 
well to a variety of scree soils in the Rock Alpine Garden at the Denver 
Botanic Gardens. A broad range of species in a variety of sections are 
grown throughout the Rock Alpine Garden. These include a number of 
plants grown from APS seed, such as P. wilaoxii with its broad, gloSSy 
leaves and clouds of tiny, turQuoise blue flowers. P. aonfertus in its 
pale yellow form is quite lovely., forming a fine companion plant to the 
common P. rydbergii which seems to be identical except for flower color. 
Penstemon virens and other native sorts from this area adapt to a wide 
variety of sites. 

Penstemon barbatus, in both its scarlet and the bright yellow form 
obtained from Plants of the Southwest, are vigorous and indestructible, 
as is the delightful P. pinifolius which is sold as a groundcover in a 
variety of local nurseries. There are numerous plantations of the 
latter now throughout the Metro area, many of which are of considerable 
extent and which bloom prolifically for months. 

Gayle Weinstein has experimented with P. aaespitosus in the form 
propagated and distributed for years by Claude Barr, for use as a ground
cover. It is being sold as such by a number of local nurseries, and 
there is alarg.e area to the east of the Rock Garden where Susan Praetz 
and Gayle Weinstein have used P. eaespitosus to cover almost a thousand 
square feet. Here it is a wonderful groundcover. 

The typical wild form, with greyer, tinier leaves is being grown in 
the Rock Garden. It insists on a heavy, dry clay soil for proper growth. 
Otherwise, it quickly succumbs to rot and fungus attack. Other Ericop
sis Penstemons in the garden include P. procumbens and P. teucI'ioides. 
In this same Bentonite Clay, one can grow a variety of otherwise recal
citrant Penstemons with virtually no effort: P. taricifotius var. 
exilifolius self sows. P. moffattii blooms for almost three months in 
the spring, as does P. eriantherus. P. alamosensis, P. palmeri and 
P. cardinalis from New Mexico grow vigorously in the same bed. 

There are quite a number of other Penstemons growing in the garden 
as well. They can be found in bloom from May through much. of August, 
with a few rebloomers throwing scattered blossoms all the way to frost. 
Any penstemaniac who visits Denver without paying a visit to the Denver 
Botanic Gardens Rock Alpine Garden will be missing a lot. 
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A REPORT FROM CANADA 

Jim Coutts 
Phippen, Saskatchewan 

Canada 

I am now in the position to collect some of the more winter hardy 
species of Penstemon. I also hope to be able to collect seed from some 
of the species native to the area and make a limited amount of this seed 
available to the membership. 

Seven species of Penstemon are listed as native to the prairie 
provinces namely: 

Penstemon aZbidus 
Penstemon confertus 
Penstemon eriantherus 
Penstemon graciZis 
Penstemon nitidus 
Penstemon proaerus 

The seventh is listed by Budd as P. puberuZentus Rydb. He de
scribes it as a branching perennial with densely fine-hairy stems, 12 to 
15 inches high. Leaves linear-lanceolate, 3/4 to 2 inches long, usually 
with margins rolled and with fine hairs on either side. Flowers in an 
open raceme, about 3/4 inch long, the inflorescence somewhat glandular-
hairy. Rare, but has been reported from the south-central parts adjacent 
to international boundry. General distribution is in Idaho and Oregon. 

Scoggan in his four volume set The Flora of Canada does not mention 
this species and ,it is not listed in Hortus Third so I'm wondering as to 
just what this P. puberulentus really is.' 

I hope to track down and photograph P. procerus forma jenkensii 
(flowers pink) reported growing near Hoosier, Sask. this coming Summer. 
I did see a specimen of P. procerus growing near a slough margin less 

, than 100 yards from my house this past summer. I also saw a nice patch 
of P. nitidus about 8 miles south and a mile west of Unity, Sask. near 
the top of a hill in a badland area. The patch isn 'j; readily accessible 
and unless one knew exactly where to look it wculd be difficult to find. 
I should be able to take Some slides of this species this coming spring 
and be able to collect seed for distribution later. 

I have a reliable report that P. nitidus is native and growing on a 
hillside near Steele Narrows west of the Village of Loon Lake, Sask. I 
hope to get up that way sometime and positively identify and collect the 
Penstemon growing there. The Penstemon Patch itself is reported to be 
near the road on Indian Reservation #159 land located north of 54° lati
tude. 

Note: P. puberulentus is listed in Penstemon Nomenclature as a variety 
of P. corymbosus.--Ed. 
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CUTTING EXCHANGE SCHEMES 

Mark McDonough 

In New England, the Penstemon fancier is isolated from the main 
Penstemon scene, with many of the species, named forms and hybrids 
virtually unavailable here. Only a handful of ~ail-o:der nurseries 
offer Penstemons for sale with the bulk of spec1es st111 not represented 
in cultivation. Although many rare varieties do grow in individual 
gardens, these seldom surface to general horticultural attention. 

Growing seedlings from selected forms and hYbrids and. then ~ttach
ing the cultivar's name to the variable resultant plants 1S a mlstake 
often made in this country. Vegetative propagation should be the sole 
method of increase to obtain true-to-name plants, with subsequent dis
tribution necessary to firmly establish plants in cultivation. Unless 
plants find their way into hundreds, or even thousands, of garde~s, 
they have but the slimmest chance of survi;tn~. Ho:ti?ultural h1S~Ory 
has demonstrated time and time again how dlfflcult lt 1S to establlsh 
plants in cultivation, with many simply disappearing forever. 

An excellent solution to make true-to-name species, hybrids, and 
selected forms available to a number o.f interested growers is by imple
menting a cutting exchange scheme. Other societies, such as the 
American Rhododendron Society, have successfully used such schemes to 
bring desirable and rare plants within the reach of enthusiasts. 

There are ,several ways in which to. structure an exchange and I ~ope 
that what I propose will initiate constructive response and suggest10ns. 
One approach is to set up a central location to which all cuttings are 
sent and subsequently prepared for rooting and distribution. After the 
rooting successes and failures are known, a list of available plants 
will be sent to all interested members. Each member will be allotte~ 
a certain quota of plants at a nominal cost to cover expenses. Cutt1ng 
donors will be allowed an extra quota of selections and preference in 
the distribution. Second and third choices would have to be listed as 
the supply of some varieties can be expected to be limited. The dis
tribution will occur in early autumn, much like a seed exchange. Such 
a scheme depends on donations of accurately named cuttings ~d ~y the 
appointment of a cutting exchange director(s) who would be w1111ng to 
take on the effort and time involved to ensure success. 

I propose that two directors be appointed to ease the burden on any 
one director and to better serve the many members likely to participate. 
This division could be tailored to offer different types of Penstemons. 
I see one division as handling the taller herbaceous Penstemons of the 
Southwest and Mexico many of which would not be hardy in a northern 
state. The second c~uld handle the smaller shrubby Penstemons suitable 
to rock gardens. 

A second scheme takes the opposite approach, where a participant 
supplies a list of plants he or she has, and the estimated cuttings. 
available to share. A minimum "multiplier" (of perhaps 4 or 5 cutt1ngs) 
will be used in judging how many cuttings can be spared; and when a 
member requests cuttings, the donor shall send the 4 or 5 cuttings of 
anyone variety to ensure an adequate chance of rooting success. The 
list will be compiled by a cutting exchange director and will include 
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the name and address o~ each donor. The compiled list will be sent to 
all participants, a~er which they Will be allowed to write to donors 
requesting cuttings. Again, the donor should charge a standard nominal 
~ee to cover expenses. Some members may be a bit timid about trying 
cuttings ~rom mail, but they are, in ~act, quite easy. Those cuttings 
that are properly prepared and mailed will usually give good results. 

This second scheme seems less desirable than the ~irst and puts 
more burden on the individual donor, which may dampen the incentive to 
donate plants. 

A third method is to treat the exchange as a Round Robin o~ inter
ested members. There could be several such Robins at one time, and 
di~f'erent Robins could specialize in speci~ic types o~ Penetemons. 
These Robins would be somewhat informal and must be limited "in size to 
~arantee distribution to all robin members in a reasonable amount o~ 
time. 

I ~eel a great need o~ such a cutting exchange. 
species are tal.ked about in horticultural litetrature 
tunately not in cultivation" but are in :fact living 
collections. I grow several such described plants. 

Many times plant 
as being "un~or

in a ~ew gardeners' 

I used to be the type o:f gardener that put out a seedling o~ a par
ticularlY rare. plant to grow in the rock garllen, 1e~ it to live and 
prosper ~or several. years. but then eventual:hy lost mY only plant. A 
couple of years ago I decided that there is no reason to lose these 
plants, especially when considering the ease with which.many will root 
from cutt:tngs. Now I propagate whenever. I can, even taking clittings off 
of young seedlings and cuttings. thus maintaining a good stock of hard
to-find plants. It is amazing that, with a minimum of ef~ort, a nine
~h dJ,a.meter pot can yield fi~y or more vigorous young rooted p1ants 
Ul a .matter o~ one month. Even such species as P. la:z>ioifoZiue ssp. 
la:z>ici/oZiue. nitidue. teutJl'ioidss. tXlr'yi. OIlespitosU8 ssp. aaespitosue, 
Zinarioidss ssp. oolomdoensis, traayi. and others are easily multipJ.ied· 
in a short period o~ time. 

For those of you who have never sent cuttings in the mail, the pro
cedure is quite. simple. Cuttings taken in the spring, or pre~erably in 
mid to 1ate summer, work welL The mature hal~-woody cuttings taken in 
summer are tougher than early spring growth and Will survive mailing 
better than so~ green cuttings. Cuttings should be gathered in the 
morning, late ~ernoon, or on a cloudy day but never in the heat of a 
sunny a~ernoon. The following items should be on hand: 

plastic bags 
twist ties 
moistened paper towels 
indelible ink marker (such as a Sharpie) or a wax pencil 

such as a china marker 
plastic labels (use cut up strips ~rom cole slaw or 

potato salad containers) 
sharp kni~e 

Work with a single species or hybrid at a time to avoid mix-up. 
Take young firm stems one inch to three inches long. Taking a heel is 
nQt necessary with Penstemon cuttings. Immediately wrap the cuttings 
in moist paper towels and insert into a plastic bag along with a plastic 
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label and seaL I have received cuttings that were not wrapped in 
moist paper towels, and were simply enclosed in a zip-lock bag, and all 
have survived. However, wrapping the entire cutting will usually re
sult in fresher foliage upon arrival. If cuttings are dry a~er several 
days in transit soak in water for a few hours prior to preparing the 
cuttings. What'to do with the cuttings once received is another matter, 
and I suggest that the Society coUld make available to all interested 
participants a xerox page or two on propagation techniques derived from 
members with propagation experience. I have much information to share 
on the subjec'b. 

The collecting o~ cuttings to be used for a cutting exchange re
quires only a minimum o~ time and e~fort. Wi thin a few minutes man~ 
di~ferent species can be bagged and ready to mail. A small box is ldeal 
~or mailing, but the popUlar and inexpensive padded envelopes are equal
ly suitable, eliminating wrapping and searching for a properly-sized box. 
Cuttings may flatten a bit in the envelopes but usually s~fer no harm. 
Sending rooted plants is a time-consuming procedure and costly because 
of the aa:dedWeight of root ball and soil. Cuttings, on the other hand, 
are verY easy, light, and inexpensive to mail to an eager recipient. 

I would like to serve as one of the Cutting Exchange Directors. I 
do not think I can tackle handling many of the tall herbaceous species, 
or tall and tender southwestern or Mexican species. It ma:y be wise to 
~ind 'a person in a warmer state willing to take on that range o~ plants. 
I am, however, equipped to handle a wide variety o~ small to medium
sized pents, particularly those that are s~itable ~or the rock garden. 
I will gladly rece! ve, prepare and root cuttings, compile the list of 
rooted cuttings and mail to members, and distrib~te the plants at a 
cost to cover expenses. 

I think it would be best if I can receive cuttings in early summer 
up to some established deadline. Distrib~tion could occur in late 
September to the first week of November. 

MYRTLE'S WISDOM 

(Myrtle Hebert, ~ deaeased, 1980, was one of the.founding 
fflenWers of the APS. She was also reaognized as one of the 
most knowledgeable authol'ities on Penste11l7ns and was muoh 
loved by aU who knet.1 her. The foUooing information was 
extracted from her report in the 1968 BulLetin.) 

Elma, Washington 

Seed germination this year was verY spotty. I used small ~ats 
that I could slip in and out of the deep freeze and gave them a period of 
~reezing before setting them on the bench outside. Some came thickly; 
others, not at all, and all in the same medium and with ~he same trea~
ment. I guess it is the uncertainty that adds thrill, lJ.ke horse rac~ng. 

Germination o~ Penstemon seeds still is a mYsterY to me a~er thirty 
years. As a rule I get poor germination ~rom spring-planted seed, even 
a~er refrigeration; then the second spring it will come up nicely a~er 
the seed ~at has been le~ uncared for all that time. This year is no 
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exception. I am getting better germination from last year's sowing than 
from this year's. But what does amaze me is that last year I planted a 
bunch of very old seeds, dating back to when. I had handled the seed ex
change. I decided to get rid of odds and ends. Anyway, in the lot was 
some old lyalZii seed that I had never been able to get anything from in 
repeated trials. This spring I have a nice little row of them. So 
gardening is always interesting even if exasperating and puzzling. 

The transplanting also was not either a success or a total flop, as 
SOme came well and others damped off or got neglected at a crucial time. 
But I do know I have all and more than I can take proper care of. 

Last year I had two flats of Penstemon seeds that germinated very 
sparsely. After setting out the few seedlings that came, I just left 
the flats on a bench outside the south wall of the basement. They had no 
Care or attention, but this spring, in early May, they came .to life. and I 
got germination on things that had never sprouted for me before. Besides 
the lyallii I had fruticOBUB 'Holly' and such like, even one montanuB, if 
the labels are right. About half were either without labels (rain having 
blurred them and my planting chart long since mislaid) or so thickly in
tergrown that their proper row was in doubt. It will be interesting to 
see what develops if I can keep them growing. 

I don't recall any article on seed care Or details about that in 
the bulletin for a long time. I think a lot of things enter into the 
viability and germination of seeds, some out of our hands, some that we 
can affect. The weather has a lot to do with it. Lack of rain at the 
right time will prevent the seed developing right. I have had collected 
seed that was completely chaffy, no seed germ at all. Then if picked too 
green, it may shrivel instead of filling out, like wheat cut too green. 
I do think the seed needs to be stored in a cool or cold place, dry and 
away from the sun. The refrigerator is ideal. If picked wet, it may 
mould, and that is disastrous too. So I do think a lot of our success or 
failure in the germination flats goes back to the seeds, but with Penste
mons, they seem to delight in laying dormant in the flats or garden for a' 
year or two, and then suddenly, when it suits their needs, coming up 
beautifully, Just like they had wanted to all along. 

Penstemons seem to transplant easily from the wild. I have moved 
them, in the Mcntana days, even when in full bloom. Maybe I should modify 
that statement a little and say they move easily to a similar situation. 
~t is almost impossible to move the dry land types to this wet area, or 
In reverse, to move the kinds that naturally grow in heavy rainfall areas 
to a dry land garden. It is not entirely a matter of watering either as 
the air is so very different. Here the dry landers mold and mildew h~rri
bly. Many of the prairie or midwest pents seem to like sand in their soil 
mixture. I have found them blooming beautifully in what looked like al
most pure sand. I think a fairly lean soil tends to make the plants com
pact and sturd:i,ly upright; ,and that, where the soil is too rich, they 
grow lankly and flop. That doesn't apply to all kinds, of course; just 
one of my sweeping statements with a lot of exceptions. 

This year more than ever I am enjoying Alyssum saxatile as a foil 
for the lavenders and purples of the Penstemons. And when I shear off the 
seeded stems of the Alyssum, a new crop of flowers comes out again. In 
Montana I used the Siberian Wallflower in the same way, but it is not as 
dependable here as the Alyssum. 
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Penstemons, like some other plants, have some terrific names, but 
for me it is easier to learn to spell them than to pronounce them. I 
still flounder badly. But much to my surprise. I learned that those 
botanical tongue twisters really do mean something and give you hints 
about the actual plant or flower. At first I thought someone just threw 
a bunch of letters in a basket and shook them up. 

Penstemons really are sturdy plants and seem to welcome the ele
ments--hot sun, wind and above all, drainage. I believe the so-called 
shrubbies (dasantheras) are the only group that really demand acid soil, 
though some of the other groups tolerate it without any trouble. The 
habroanthus group, which includes those gorgeous blue spikes of bell
shaped blooms, tend to prefer alkaline; and I grow them easily in, my alka
line gumbo flat in Montana, while here in western Washington, they won't 
last through one of our sodden muggy winters. They would, I am sure, be 
wonderful in Oregon. 

I think much of the lure of Penstemons is that they are so varied 
and unknown that there is so much for any and all of us to learn, and 
keep on learning. It adds spice and tantalizing uncertainty. I never 
can resist getting packets of collected unknown species, just to see what 
happens. I do wish they could become more widely distributed. They 
attract more attention in my garden than any others in that section. In 
pressing, the leaves of both turn black in a very short time; so the 
specimens sent round the robins don't do them justice. 

NOTES ON PENSTEMON SPECIES RANGES 

Ken and Robin Lodewick 

The ranges for species given in botany books are based on where 
those species have been found in the past. They can be enlarged or changed 
by new findings. Because pents tend to be "primary" plants (first comers 
on disturbed ground), man's activities may also be spreading them. For 
instance, within its known range near here, we see P. capdWeLlii taking 
over road excavations and clearcuts in the forest. 

Several discoveries in our area show that ranges were not fully lo
cated or are expanding. The biggest jump may have been taken by P. ovatu$ 
to some 130 miles south of its normal home in the Columbia River Gorge. 
Two amateur botanists, some of the best here, found it in hills near Cot
tage Grove, Oregon about three years ago. 

This summer we were told by David Wagner, curator of the Herbarium 
at the Uni versi ty of Oregon, that P. pattanii had been found on a peak in 
the Coast Range some 30 miles north of its previous northern limit. 

Shortly after that, botany teacher Charlene Simpson identified P. 
peckii about seven miles south of its known range. This rare and endan
gered Penstemon had the misfortune to have its range listed as running 
north of where the species 'is actually found. For the last few years it 
has been thought to have a true range of not over one square mile (an area 
now'being logged "with care to preserve the species"). The new find means 
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that there are perhaps thirty square miles within which more colonies 
may be found. (Charlene Simpson is also president of the Emerald Chapter 
of the Native Plant Society of Oregon.) 

We have not been to see any of these finds ourselves, but plan to. 
Also in the plans for next year are a visit to P. g.tauainUB, seen by one 
NPSO member in early August. 

WILLOW WATER 

A remarkably potent root-promoting .compound was discovered in willow 
extract several years ago by Professor Makota Kawase of the Ohio Agricul
tural Research and Development Center (Wooster, OH 44691). 

Subsequent work by Prof. Kawase shows that this substance is not a 
plant hormone. and that "alone, it seems to have the ability to stimulate 
rooting unmatched by any previously known rooting substance, including 
the plant hormones ••• lts root-promoting effect increases sharply when it 
is applied to cuttings with plant hormones." 

Prof. Kawase ·theorizes that the substance may be the elusive hypo
thetical rhizocaline, a compOund which is believed to translocate ,along 
with the , hormone indoleacetic acid (lEA) to the base of cuttings to work 
with the hormone to stimulate the formation of roots. He reports that 
yellow birch cuttings--which are almost impossible to root--produced no 
roots when treated with Hormodine 62(.3 percent lEA), but the willow ex
tract plus Hormodine 62 resulted in 100 percent rooting. 

The OARDC is now working with the Chemistry Department of the Col
lege of Wooster to purifY and synthesize the substance. Gardeners who 
would like to experiment can steep willow cuttings in water for 48 hours, 
then place cuttings of any woody species in the same water for 24 to 48 . 
hours. Then immediately treat them with Hormodine 62 and stick them in 
the cutting bed. 

It might also be worthwhile to try soaking seeds of woody plants in 
willow water, and watering.transplants with it as well, as Prof. Kawase 
believes the extract might stimulate germination and root development. 
:rof. Kawase IS" dream chemical," incidentally, was found in varying amounts 
1n every woody species he tested. 

--Avant Gardener 

DAMPING OFF 

Damping off is a general term applied to a condition of seedli'Ogs 
caused by any one of a number of fungi which nearly always results in the 
death of young plants. Typically the seedlings are attacked at the soil 
surface, and fall over. We would recommend Banrot as a drench Which can 
be applied at the time of seeding, or later. It controls the common fungi 
involved in damping-off. It is labeled for use on ornamental plants, but 
not yet for vegetables. Banrot is the one fungicide t~t 8.lone will con
trol both the water molds and the fungi attacking at the surface of the 
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soil; no other drench need be used. Retreat at 4-12 weeks as needed. 
Similar symptons are also caused by too much fertilizer. 

COMPOST IN EIGHT DAYS 

Production of finished compost in eight days may be possible with a 
new method which will be on the market soon. " 

Jack Warrington, an engineer and inventor, discovered Tyvek, a plas
tic substance manufactured by Du Pont. Unlike other plasticS, Tyvek per
mits heat, moisture and air to penetrate through and thus is ideal for 
controlling aerobic compo sting conditions. 

Shredded compost, placed in Tyvek bags in a sunny location, heats in 
one week to temperatures of 1300 Fahrenheit. During this period of high 
heat, some weed seedS, insect larvae and disease-causing organisms are 
killed. 

Keep an eye out for this package conSisting of materials for shred
ding plant debris, a ~k bag and instruction booltlet. Further informa
tion may be obtained from Luford Connoly and Associates, 50 Melham ct., 
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada. 

--The Garden Center 
of Greater Cleveland 

"INSTANT" COMPOST 

For gardeners who would like to cycle kitchen waste into the garden 
without keeping a compost pile, this simple method does the job: 

Put all fruit and vegetable scraps into a plastic bag each day, 
then close the bag and place in the freezer overnight. In the morning, 
dig the frozen scraps directlY into the top foot of garden soil. As you 
do, sprinkle nitrogen fertilizer over it. The freezing breaks down the 
tissues of the kitchen scraps, and they quickly finish decomposing in the 
garden. The fertilizer aids in decomposition. 

COPPER NAPTHENATE 

This is the wood preservative that is most used in the greenhouse or 
frame. Only a beginner would use creosote or pentachlorophenol (labeled 
Woodlife" etc.) because they give off fumes which are toxic to plants. 
While the green copper napthenate may cost as much as the lumber, it is 
said that the ~ood will last ten times as long. It is usually applied 
with a brush to wood that is not to be painted, but a weaker solution is 
.available for use where the wood can be dipped. Zinc napthenate is not 
quite as effective, but it is colorless so that it is used where paint is 
to be applied over it. 
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KEEP YOUR POLLEN DRY 

Just about every serious gardener eventually succumbs to the urge 
to cross two plants to create a better one. Success, in the sense of a 
worthwhile new hybrid, may or may not crown such efforts; but it is par
ticularly frustrating when a careiuily made cross between compatible 
plants does not produce any seed. One reason for failure to set seed is 
discus~ed by James H. Campbell in the Summer 1980 NORTH AMERICAN GLADIO
LUS COUNCIL BULLETIN (Lee Fairchild, Editor, 232 South Lakeshore Drive, 
Lake Wales, FL 33853). 

Studying gladiolus pollen under a microscope, Mr. Campbell observed 
that when a drotJ of water was applied'to the Slide, the pollen swelled up 
to seven times its original'size and burst within two minutes to a half 
hour. He concluded that moisture can quickly render pollen useless,so 
pollinizing should not be done just after a rain, and flowers that have 
just been pollinized should be covered if' rain threatens. 

Mr. CamPbell reports confirmation of his theory from other hybrid
izers who get their best results on dry days or when they use pollen from 
flower spikes brought indoors a day or more before. He also notes such 
interesting facts as the special hooded top petal on the African Gtadio
tUB primutinus. Which acts as an umbrella to keep spray from Victoria 
Falls from falling on the pollen. 

--Avant Gardner 

BAITING SNAILS 

The small European brown snail is one of the most devastating pests 
of California gardens and nurseries. Imported from France about 1850, 
this snail is a gourmand that will consume just about any living or dead 
vegetation, and it has no difficulty climbing trees. ' 

Dr. Carlton Koehler, Entomologist at the University of California 
(Berkeley, CA 94720), has spent several years studying this pest. He re
ports that it is usually nocturnal but will also move about and feed on 
overcast days. It generally returns to the same harborage, under boards 
or other debris or dense foliage. Metaldehyde, which both attracts and 
killS, is most effective when the snails are exposed to sun. Under moist 
or shaded conditions, they may be paralyzed but often recover in a few 
days. Mesurol is more effective under the latter conditions. A new bait 
containing both metaldehyde and Mesurol appears to be as good as the old
time metaldehyde-calcium arsenate combination (calcium arsenate is now 
banned). 

For economy and safety, a bait holder should be us~. A very popu
lar one made in England is available from Walter F. Nicke (Box 667G, 
Hudson, NY 12534; catalog 50¢). It's a good idea to change bait formula
tions occasionally, as the snails seem to get "used to" one bait. Where 
snails spend much time in foliage, use a metaldehyde or Mesurol spray. 

--Avant Gardner 
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HOMEMADE HERBICIDES 

An effective herbicide that kills weeds by feeding them "false" 
nitrogen is recommended by the Henry Doubleday Research Association 
(Essex, England). 

Ammonium sulfamate (ammonium amidosulfate) is applied in spring and 
summer when weeds 'are growing strongly, and acts asa synthetic food so 
that the weeds starve to death. One pound of the crystals dissolved in 
one gallon' of cold water and applied with a plastic (not metal) ~ateri~g 
can will cover 100 square feet. Avoid skin and eye contact and lngestlon, 
and do not use near fish ponds or streams. In abouttyo weeks it will 
degrade into ordinary ammonium sulfate, and in four weeks the ground is 
safe to plant. 

For lawns, the Association says, the old-time lawns and will destroy 
weeds without dangerous chemicalS. Lawnsand is made by mixing 10 parts 
of dry sand (or dried sewage sludge) with" parts of ammonium sulfate and 
3 parts of ferrous sulfate. This is spread at the rate of,4 ounces per 
square yard after rain or sprinkling so it will c'ontact mOlst foliage. 
The grass will be discolored temporarily, and rust ~tains ,may app~ar on 
cement walks but this herbicide leaves no phytotOXlC resldue, whlch means 
that the gra~s clippings can be used safely for mUlch. A generous· pinch 
of lawns and applied directly to the crowns of dandelions and plantains 
will quickly destroy 'them. 

--Avant Gardner 

TRIPS 

Ken and Robin Lodewick 

This 'was the year we said we were going to get out into the woods 
more. We had to cancel two hikes, but we finally went ,along qn several 
we did not lead. 

Ken was sick (pneumonia) in April, and it rained hard the night be
fore' so the, river walk that might have found the first, low-down pent in 
leaf' (P. serrulatusJ never took place. Then on the June trip uF Iron 
Mountain we found the bloom early in some places on the trail and late 
in other~. P. proaerus bruahyanthus on the slopes was just starting to 
open, P. rupiaota at the summit, not much further along; yet on the l~va 
flows beloW, P. davidsonii plants were forming seed. P. BerruZatuB dld 
not'show except at the low end of its range along the highway where it 
flowered purple against a green lake. 

Our usual Fourth of JUly trip to Bohemia Mountain was replaced by 
the Northwest meeting at Mt. Shasta in California. There we learned that 
at least some Saccanthera are recognizable by the two white dots on the 
lower lip; for instance, P. laetus roezlii (on scree at a pass) and vari
ous-colored plants of P. parvuluB (on the Mt. Eddy trail, which had almost 
as many butterflies as flowers). Next day at Castle Lake, though we did 
not get to the rarities on the heights, we saw more parvulus, a hybrid 
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swarm of P. rupicola (?), newberryi (?), and Lewisia Leana. 

A month later, joining a hike across lava back home at McKenzie 
Pass, we stepped out of the car into a large clump of P. euglaucus. It 
was abundant in the volcanic dust around the edges of the lava flow. Few 
plants survive on the lava itself, among them P. davidsonii, which shows 
up even inside Little Belknap Crater. 

The next trip, August 15, was supposed to solve the problem of 
which ~ents were growing where on the II-mile Obsidian Loop trail. In
stead 1t stumped us worse. Due to a dry winter and a very hot, dry sum
mer, many plants were already yellowing. The P. davidsanii on the lava, 
a co~ony of P. nemoI'O~us on rock outcrops above the lunch stop, .and the 
remalns of one P. rup~cola nearby, are old friends. But P. procerus 
b~chyanthus (or is that what it is?) grows scattered along the trail in 
~lnes at 5000 feet near the start, in wet spots along a creek halfWay, 
ln meadows at 6500 feet, and depauperate in the obsidian scree at 7000 
feet. In each place, the habit, leaf shape, and pubescence varies. More 
on this mystery next year. 

On October 15, Ken left Robin at home and went in from the Santiam 
Pass with a group to visit a small lake. The area was dotted with P. 
euglaucus; very few plants bore seed pods, but some seed was collected 
for the exchange. The weather snowed for half the trip, sunned for a 
quarter, and spent the rest of the time trying to make up its mind what 
to do next. 

So in 1982 we are really going to get out into the woods more! 

Faith Mackaness 

. Two weeks ago I took a young French lawyer seed collecting with me 
In the Gorge and atop Larch Mountain. She was in her late twenties and 
much more agile than I at 67, so she was a real help in cliff scaling 
operatio~s. We g,:rnered seeds o~ .P. olJatus and serrulatus along Sandy 

,River Cllffs; rup~coZa, cardwelZ~~ and serruZatu8 atop Larch (and nemoI'O-
8uS.~hich ~s no longer a pent); and around Hood River collected richard
son~~> rup~cola and barrettiae. The lovely Gorge endemic gets scarcer 
on the O:egon s~de of the Columbia every year. The R.R. must have picked 
an espec1ally w1ndy day for applying its scorched earth practices this 
spring. One of these days I mean to write them a scorching letter! 

My P. barbatus x campanulatu8 mixture is still blooming its head 
off--and still exquisite. Barbatus got transferred to the front of the 
border where it attracted a great deal of attention. (All four feet of 
it!) 

Ramona Osburn 

The hiking at Kangaroo Lake, Oregon, can be as long or short as you 
want it to be. The Penstemons are on the rocks and adjacent to the 
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parking area. The Darlingtonia bog and the Dodecatheons are a little 
farther away, and then there is a trail that goes past another boggy area 
with Phylloaoce, Caltha, Calochortus nudus, Polystichum lemmonii and Ane
mone drummondii up to the. ridge ,above the lake, from which you can hike 
in several directions. It intersects the Pacific Crest Trail. At Whiskey 
Peak it is just a short hike to the Lewisias and hybrid P. rupicolas. We 
did not hike very far at Hall's Point, eithe~, though of course there are 
always trails that lead off to other fascinating places. 

On our final trip of the season we went ,.to Panther Meadow on the 
slopes of Mt. Shasta. The campground is right next to a lovely meadow, 
through which a stream meanders. So many plants crowd the banks of the 
stream that sometimes the stream itself cannot be seen. Phylloaoce, 
Kalmia polifalia, Mimulus primuZoides, mosses, a tall alliUlll, and many 
other plants flourish there. A short walk through Mountain Hemlock brings 
you to another meadow a little higher up. Those who do not hike much any 
more can drive to the ski area and park. This gives access to a scree 
that has some of the darkest red Pussy Paws I have ever seen. With them 
grow Eriogonum pyrolifolium, P. davidsonii, Lupines, etc., altogether a 
lovely .place which I recommend highly. 

George Yingling 

We left here on June 9 to go to the Midwest Chapter meeting at 
North Platte which was the weekend of June 13. We had a small but very 
exciting meeting. Have you ever stood. at the end of a couple of rows of 
Penstemons over 100 yards long? Then there were multiple rows 50 yards 
or so long. In another patch, intended to be a Viemeyer garden, there 
were three rows of nothing but yellow barbatus. Dale Lindgren had se
lected three clUlllps of the yellow variety for evaluation, mounded dirt 
around them, and when stems had rooted, divided each clump into about 20 
new plants and planted them. There was a great difference in the three 
rows. I have never seen barbatus so floriferous. He will now make 
further divisions of the best, as he did before, to maintain the strain. 
The seeds do not all come true but produce a variety of interesting 
colors. Rachel Snyder, James Taylor, Aileen McWilliam, Dr. Reynolds and 
I went through the fields and selected plants that we thought he should 
propagate and test further. 

Dale is a very warm and talented young man and is working hard for 
us. Management at North Platte seems to be dedicated to our cause. The 
Midwest Chapter encourages their help by giving money to North Platte 
each year out of our plant sale. We gave them $125.00 this year which 
is not a great amount but tells them that we are serious about needing 
the work continued. Dale has much to learn about Penstemons but is very 
bright and definitely interested. 

Roger Ulinger, who was at the meeting, is now a department head at 
the University of Nebraska and supports us. I am going through the old 
Bulletins and gradually making copies of all the breeding articles for 
Dale. There is much of value in the old Bulletins. 

From North Platte to Ghost Ranch we took route 65 from Raton to 
Taos; and as we were climbing the mountain, we spotted clumps of P. 
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barbatus between Cimarron and Eagle Nest. Ghost Ranch, New Mexico, where 
we spent a week, is a Presbyterian study and conference center of 20,000 
acres. Many other denominations use it as well as foreign groups. We 
were quartered there, but six of us in our mission church group traveled 
each day to Chimayo, an hour from Ghost Ranch, and built a solar green 
house (8 feet by 36 feet) on to an adobe school house to help heat it 
and to provide growing space for food. 

I saw no Penatemons around Ghost Ranch and saw none in the wild un
til we crossed the border into Colorado on route 84. Going up grade a 
few miles into Colorado, I spotted some blue/purple ones along the road. 
I could not stop to examine them but they looked as though they might be 
striatus. 

We had to drive to Albuquerque on an errand when we were at Ghost 
Ranch. We were able to stop in Santa F~ for a short while and I called 
Dr. Deardorff who, along with Gail Hazzard, owns Plants of the Southwest. 
(They are members of the APS.) It was on Saturday and he was at home 
babysitting while his wife was out shopping. We were not able to meet 
him because of our limited time, but we did stop at the nursery which is 
about 20 miles south of Santa Fe. It is literally out in the middle of 
nowhere with wind blowing dust around. There were a number of nice Pen
stemon seedlings and I bought two each of alamosensis bridgesii jamesii 
alpinus, palmeri, aardinalis, virgatus and strietus. 'The catalo~ue con- ' 
tains 75 pages of interesting information and is well worth the $1.00. 
They do not ship plants any more but do sell seed of most of the 18 they 
handle. 

I also tried to call Dr. Hubbard, a new member in Santa F~, who had 
27 species in his yard, but could not get an answer. Dr. Deardorff said 
he was very accurate in keying out Penstemon. 

We had a wonderful two hours or so with Erma Pilz in Albuquerque 
and she treated us to a fine Mexican dinner at a nearby restaurant. Most 
of her Penstemona were past the blooming stage, but she has a nice collec
tion. I wish I had even a bit of her knowledge of Penstemons and her eye 
for detail. She is very artistic as most of you know. My wife admired a 
lily in her yard and She proceeded to pluck it along with some other 
material and, in nothing flat while carrying on a conversation made her a 
lovely corsage. She is a lovely person! Oh yes, we met her dog also. 

After a week at Ghost Ranch, we went to Mt. Pleasant, Utah to the 
Wasatch Academy, a private high school supported by the Presbyterian 
Church where we worked for another week. I was in charge of, and worked 
at, putting in a shrub watering system around a new dormitory. 

In Utah, I had to make a trip to Provo to pick up some parts and 
found eatonii, I think, on a cut-bank along route 89 between Birdseye 
and Thistle and then beyond Thistle. I did not have a key with me but 
tried to identify it after returning home. I did get a few seed heads 
so I will try to grow it. 
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REPORTS ON BEHAVIOR OF PENSTEMONS IN GARDENS 

Ken and Robin Lodewick 
Eugene, Oregon 
October, 1981 

Eugene weather was unusual this past year. We had a dry winter and 
during the summer had a four-day spell over 1000 (never more than two 
days at a time before), one day of which waS 1080 (new record) followed 
by one of 1060 (previous record). This Was in the middle of a two-week 
spell at mostly over 90 0 and a 73-day drouth. The pots of pents were in 
an elevated position, not well shaded and not too well watered. Since 
then, a new sun-rain shade has been put over them. This is a panel of 
window screening that provides about 25 per cent shade, as well as anti
splash protection, breaking up heavy rain or hose water to prevent wash
ing out the soil. 

In the following list of Penstemons, the first column shows what 
the plant keyed out as when it bloomed. The second column shows what the 
pots were labeled when planted. This is usually what was on the seed 
packet, though some plants came as cuttings or nursery starts. 

Plant Key Growing in Beds 

barbatus X pastel 
barbatus X 
barrettiae 

eampanulatus 
eZutei 
eorymbosus 
eyananthus 
davidsonii 
digitalis pygmaeus 
digitaUs 
euglaueus 
frutieosus X 

glaber 
hirsutus minimus 
hirsutus ~n~mus 
hete~phyllus purdyi 
hirsutus 
nemorosus white 
newberryi 
ovatus 
peekii, blue 

peekii, white 
? 
pinifoUus 
proeerus brachyanthus 
proeerus proeerus 
riehardsonii 
riehardsonii 

Originally Labeled 

unknown 
barbatus X 
barrettiae [cutting from Klickitat Canyon 

1968] 
label lost 
label lost 
corymbosus [plant from Ken Hixson] 
ayananthus 
davidsonii [cutting, McKenzie pass] 
digitaUs pygmaeus [Ralph Bennett seed] 
digitalis [seed from Nina Johnson (8 plants)] 
euglaueus [seed from Maxwell Butte] 
frutiaosus X [seed from Windy Point, McKenzie 

Highway] 
gZaber [plant from MYrtle's garden] 
hirsutus minimus [plant from?] 
seed for identification [3 sources] 
neoterieus 
brevisepaZus 
nemorosus pastel 
newberryi 
ovatus 
peekii, blue [cutting from species type 

locale] 
peekii 
pennellianus [has not bloomed] 
pinifoZius [commercial plants (2)] 
proaerus brachyanthus [cuttings from Iron Mt.] 
proaerus 
2957 [Alberta seed] 
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Plant Key Growing in Beds 

rupiaola 
se1'rulatus 
subse1'1'atus 
tenuis 
venustus 
venustus 
UJilaoxii 
watsonii 
frutiao8US se1'1'atu8 
'Ruby King' 

Q.riginally Labeled 

rupiaola [cutting] 
se1'1'Ulatus [cutting] 
subse1'1'atu8 
tenuis 
e1'iantherus 
b1'evesepalus 
? 

'Holly' [Thurman's garden] 

Not yet blOOming, and so not identified: alpinus, ae1'1'Osensis, 
aine1'eus, fendZe1'i, frutioosus (2), f1'utesaens, gormanii,truayi 
(Siskiyou Rare Plant Nursery), whippZeanus and 6 unidantifieds. Also 
'Blue of Zurich' (Parks seed), Blue Canada 7509 and Red Canada 7343. 
(Some in pots. ) 

One pot labeled frutesaens bloomed and was immediately relabeled 
Mimulus and then it died .• 

In Pots and Not Yet Identified 

aZbe1'tinus 
alpinus 
barbatus, yellow 
b1'evisepalus 
aampanuZatus "special" 
co1'difoZius 
ayaneus 
e1'ianthe1'U8 
fendZe1'i 
gentianoides 
gormanii 
hete1'Oaoxus [probably wrong) 
jamesii 
kunthii 
la1'iaifolius [looks correct) 
Zina1'ioides 
palme1'i 
1'adicosus 
1'iahardeonii var. 1'iahardeonii [probably wrong--has whorled leaves] 

Seeds are planted in small pots in Crater Lake pumice from Eastern 
Oregon. They are sown on top of the soil. and pressed in, not covered: 
Penstemon seeds apparently need light. The pots are put in the freezer 
for a week, then are set outside to take the weather as it comes. The 
beds into which the seedlings are transplanted later are largely piles of 
a mix of compost, pumice and crushed gravel (basalt), with some rocks. 
A few Penstemons, mainly easterners or Mexicans, do well in clay beds 
but well drained Which are watered'at least every two days in summer. 
The scree type beds get a bit of water about once a week or less, seed
ling pots every day. 
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Ken Hixson 
Eugene, Oregon 
January, 1981 

Apparently we are going to have a very mild winter since so far 
there has been very little freezing weather and not even an unusual amount 
of rain--the ski resorts in the area are closed for lack of snow. Right 
now, our nighttime lows are about 40°F. and daytime highs, in the sixties. 
Some of the seedling primroses are in bloom, ,daffodilS are up, even some 
buds showing color on a few early rhododendrons. 

Probably most of the seed lists and catalogs are out, and a mention 
might go to Sally Walker 

Southwestern Native Seeds 
P.O. Box 50503 
Tucson, Arizona 85703 

She lists Penstemons ambiguus, pa1'ryi, pseuaospeatabiZis, disaolo1', pini
foZius, ba1'batus, whippleanus, leiophyllus, all at 75¢ each. 

W. J. Unwin Ltd. 
P.O. Box 9 
Farmingdale, N. J. 07727 

lists Penstemon 'Skykine' Mixed, a strain 15-18 inches high, "contains all 
the colors known in Penstemons" @ $1.20, and P. 'Monarch Strain' (3") @ 
8o¢. The color picture of the latter looks like the ha1'twegii or gZoxi
noides type. 

People have mentioned Kitty Litter as a planting media, but it 
holds no particular advantage to me as sawdust and perlite are the main 
components along with baking SOda or the like as a deodorant. I have 
both sawdust and perlite and can mix my own media to order. Besides, for 
some reason, I do not seem to grow seed well in perlite and peat type 
mixes. At one time, one of the local lilY growers used perlite and peat 
to grow lily seed and got good results. When I tried it, using her seed, 
same temperature, etc., it was a disaster every time. I now use the old
fashioned 1/3 sand, soil, and humus (preferably coarse sawdust). 

Lillian McBride 
Spokane, Washington 

January 6, 1981 

The last I looked, my P. frutiaosus .was developing dieback; it does 
in the wild also. P. pinifolius looks fine. The seed crop this year 
wasn't very much--nothing really seeded as usual. My brother found 
another place where P. 1'iaha1'dsonii grows. The old area had been sprayed 
out by the railroad. We lose so much that way. 

June 7, 1981 

Since none of my Penstemons are even showing buds and our spring 
is so delayed, I doubt I shall have any Penstemons to bloom this year. 
Some of our gardens in the area have P. f1'Utiaosus blooming beautifully, 
but they should as they are native around Sandpoint, Idaho, not far away. 
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August 13, 19B1 

It seems our area has had crazy weather all this year and from the 
robin letters, the slug situation is terrible. Guess the coast also had 
the cold and extreme wet weather, and now they've had a heat wave. 

All of my old shrubby pents have died, and I'd say it was caused by 
all the wet weather. 'Even my seed pots were a disaster and what plants 
I had from seed haven't bloomed except one--a rose red column, a beauty! 

October 23, 19B1 

Think all our cold and wet weather into July waS the death of my 
old shrubbies. P. alpinus bloomed well and set a few seed, but P. pini
folius didn't do a thing. One seedling label faded so, one unknown plant 
bloomed a 12-inch tall lovely red. It came from the seed exchange. 

Edith Dusek 
Graham, Washington 

November, 1980 

I've given UP trying to figure why PBnstBmon will sometimes die 
back. They do it on hardpan, when they are over rocks or gravel, and in 
other good spots in the garden. I just cut them back and hope for the 
best. Sometimes they will send out new growth from the most miserable 
looking branches. Whacking them back seems to help as much as anything. 

January 27, 19B1 

There was a heavy frost last night. It was most welcomed too for 
things have been coming on too fast. Surely there will be more cold 
weather with this address on it, and we'd as soon not lose things because 
'they were deceived by the too early warm spell. 

So many of the things have produced no seed at all; or if they did, 
there was nothing in them. In disgust, I gathered none for the seed ex
change. It did not seem right to send in seed when it might not germinate 
at all. So I just let it fall, hoping that something might come in the 
event that the parent plant did not make it thru the winter. I do not 
know if the blank seed were a direct cause of the aSh, indirect cause 
from insect kill, or just miserable weather at regular intervals that 
caught too many things. Whatever the cause, plants shOuld have a good 
rest from seed production. 

Last time I looked, 'John Bacher' was doing fine. With any luck, 
there should be plenty of cutting material. 
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June 30, 19B1 

Seed of Penstemon that was scattered on the sere: gave some ni?e 
plants. Those that show signs of being big and sprawllng hav: gone lnto 
the compost. They may look nice up in the hills where there lS oodles of 
room but in the yard they just do not fit. Seems as if more plants come 
up i~ the path than where they were supposed to. Maybe the ants like to 
tote them around too. 

SeptemberB, 19B1 

The assortment of Penstemon seedlings show signs of wanting to be 
put into the garden. They did o.k. until we got some civilized weather. 
I was thinking of putting them out when summer roared back agai~. Some 
of the Penstemons had great dead patches in them--lots of offerlngs for 

the compost. 

Vivienne Harold 
Newport, Oregon 
January 2, 19B1 

I am dithering about transplanting seedlings from house cartons to 
flats in cool house which has nO heat. Taller pents are showing bloom 
stems (7), but creepers are still hibernating. 

I use 3/B inch pea gravel and the ground bark we got from.th: lumber 
mill in truck loads when we were in the Willamette Valley, and It lS just 
right for the pents. The P. digitalis seed are sprouting already. 

March 31, 1981 

I am giving my pents weak watering of Rapid-Gro; Bruce Meyers told 
me to use it. Back in the days when we had flower beds enriched wi~h 
manure I learned that mountain flowers, especially pents, did not llke 
it; but when ground bark became available, th~t was their meat. The P: 
digitalis seeds are up and thriving, and I think I shall try some outslde 
when they are big enough. 

June 24, 19B1 

The Rapid-Gro I use is 23-14-7, and the fish em~sion I have sa~s 
5-1-1. My plants look fine now. I have had success wlth Penstemons In 
pea gravel and ground bark (from a mill near us). 
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August 3l--September 4, 1981 

The Photography Robin has just been by. It is surely exciting, and 
I enjoyed seeing slides and pictures of new pents. Several of the mem
bers are backpackers; two are professional retired photographers and have 
much to offer. We need more members so drop US a card. 

My P. newberryi-berryi isn't tall but sprawls with stiff stems, 
lovely color. 

I have been using the Ortho Systemic Weed Killer on my paths with 
excellent results. It is expensive but accomplishes more than the young 
help one can hire. Dexol Houseplant Systemic is find for white fly. 

Izetta Renton 
Snoqualmie, Washington 

November, 1980 

Penstemons look fine going into the winter. I rooted several this 
year from cuttings that I wanted to increase in plants already growing 
in the garden. I hope I can make the meeting this year. I collected 
around there several years ago. There are several nice things beside 
Penstemon growing there. The meeting is scheduled at Mt. Shasta in 1981. 

When.ve were over on Table Mountain this year, we found a small 
yellow pent and there was a swarm of orange colors varying into a terra 
cotta shade. I dug some small sods of these and they look healthy now. 
I'd like to do a lot of sub and self crossing on these just to see what 
I get. A few of the P. gairdneT'i are growing. I've lost several but 
even a few.are better than I've done before. Again I believe it's all 
our rain here that kills them. I'm trying a few in large containers 
where I have put on a fiber glass cover to keep the lovely spring rain 
off them. We shall see. There were such gorgeous shades in the ones 
that grew on Table Mountain. If I can get just a few to be happy here 
in the scree, I'll gladly cover them in the fall with polyethylene. 
When I checked them today (the Penstemons), they all looked fine and I 
hope they will come thru the winter in fine shape. 

February 8, 1981 

I grew P. eobaea years ago and they stayed with me for several 
years. 

When we came thru Nevada, I looked for pents on the prairies when
ever w~ stopped; but it ~as cold and windy and the ground was frozen. I 
just know there were little fellows growing there. I'd love to come 
thru there at blooming time. 
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May 10, 1981 

I don't believe I've ever seen such a cold, wet spring. The new 
scree gardens were fine for some pents but not all. I have eight large, 
deep planters where I also planted some of the collected ones, and,I 
have several nice plantings coming on in them. I've had trouble wlth 
germination with the little shrubby ones this spring. I ~ade new scre~ 
beds and I planted directly in the beds. So far no ~eedllngs and,I stlll 
have some frozen in ice cube pans and today I'm puttlng th~m out,ln the 
screes. Will see what happens. I believe 1"11 try Her~ D1Ckson s me~hod 
of seed raising and see what comes of that. He sure ralses the seedllngs. 
Very few pents in bloom yet. 

July 14, 1981 

Raining today. We made the Mt. Shasta meeting o.k. :t wa~ sure 
hot but such Penstemons we saw! We climbed Mt. Eddy, I belleve lt was, 
and I found a small blue pent, some had dark green foliage and some very 
grey foliage. We took cuttings and they look fine and are rooting. On 
Mt. Shasta ski lift side, we found·P. davidsonii in shades of pink, from 
pale to deep rose among the regular lavender and purple-blue shades. I 
looked over several hundred plants for a white but no. luck. I'd love to 
have spent several hours going over the ground, but it was getting.late. 
We saw P. newberryi along the road in several places . and brought back 
some cuttings. It grew too large for the trough but ln the regular gar
den it is fine. I have some plants I raised from cuttings col~ected a 
couple years ago that I have layered the larger branches.and wlll trans
plant this fall. I believe this will be a better plant lf sh~ared back 
each year. I have been trying weak fish on some of my shrubbles and so 
far it seems to help. 

On the seed I planted directly in the scree, a few plants came up 
especially along the edges of the scree. We will see what happens t? 
these few. I planted the ones in the· ice cubes, but I ha~e no seedllngs 
from them. I filled the beds in with rooted small shrubbles, ones I 
collected. I still have room for the rooted cuttings from the green
house. Later I went out and checked the cuttings in . the greenhouse and 
the first ones are ready to mOve out to the scree. The rest are rooting 
and next week will see them out too. 

September 20, 1981 

I'm trying lots of Penstemons in the scree ~d roc~ ridges. I had 
very good luck with the cuttings I brought from trlps thl~ year and 
other years. I'm going to try some more barrels next , sprlng and use some 
limestone in Som~ to see if the plants from Idaho,Arlzona, Montana and 
Wyoming plateaus will like it better. I like the one~half barrels very 
much that I have tried safar. I have lots of little Penstemons from 
cuttings set out and they look fine. I'll put evergreen boughs over 
them later on. 

The slugs have thinned out here in the garden and the ones left are 
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big. I keep after them every day. The fish fertilizer seems to be o.k. 
on the pents. I can't see any damage. They look fine and I will try it 
again next year. 

I'have been helping keep Birdie's yard watered while she is gone 
and everything looks weiL We couJ.dn' t keep the slugs quite as well con
trolled as .she did but put out slug bait right· along. I hope I nevey 
have another year as bad as tnis for slUSs. If 'we keep killing them, 
they won't go into winter in as fine shape as they did last year. I had 
hoped'the ash from Mt. St. Helen might help kill them but can 't see it 
did arfy good. We' use one-half e.tmilonia and one-half water in a pressure 
bottle and you can get them from six feet away with one squirt and they 
die. Then at night some more come along and eat the .ones we killed and 
some more die. The ammonia doesn't hurt plants if some spray hits them. 

Karlene DeFatta 
Kei thville, Lo'Irlsiana 

January 6, 1981 

I nave P. digitalis. P. aobaea. P. murrayanus, and P. tenuis. P. 
digitaLis self sows. P •. aobailla 1s beautiful, but I can't get seed to 
germinate.' Anyone hive any .suggest:l;oris on how to do it. P. murrayanus 
is prettY'; it comes lind goes and departs after a couple of years. I'd 
like to create conditions to raise some others from seed, such as the 
shrubbies.&nd creeping kinds. I believe I'll treat my seed in various 
w~s: keep in the refrigerator for sever8l weeks, sow in flats, set 
some outside and leaVe them in the greenhouse. 

Ja:nuary 11, 1981 

I wish my climate was as gOOd as you imagine. In Louisiana we have 
red clay hills and creek bottom la:nd and some of the craziest weather. 
This year was a hot nightmare from J~e to October and is still 'dry. 
January and li'ebruary'are our coldest months. I set my Penstemon con
t&1ners out in the cold. I have so many things that destroy my beds I 
hesitate to plant special. seeds in the ground. The yellowish orange 
Pensterrrm sounds beautiful. I, too, seem to lose the names on the tags 
as well as writing the name on the tag. - I paint a big number on the con
tainer. Then I make a list of all the plants and their numbers and tape 
the list inside my greenhouse wall so I won't worry if names fade. 

March 23, 1981 

Spring is here. Many wildflower seedlings in my greenhouse need 
to be transplanted. MY pentt;leedlings are SO tiny I hope I can grow 
them. We will be flying to Washington and I hope to see some pents then. 
I hope the Billingham Library has a good wildflover book on pents so I 
can see What they look like. I believe someone said the shrub type pents 
would be blooming. I shall make a scree bed to try and make my pents 
happier. 
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MY friend will be up in April and we will be stalking the pink 
shooting star, wild camellia (Stewardia), pine wood lily, Penste77r!n mur
rayanus, Penstemon cobaea, which is near Hope, Arkansas. I still did not 
get my seed to germinate. I have two plants and they are several years 
old and I fear they will depart soon. I'm treating my little pent seed
lings like premature babies. I'll be thrilled if I ,can grow even a few 
and make them happy enough to bloom. It must be breathtaking to find 
them in the W'ild. 

August 27, 1981 ,F 

I hope some !i~ to aee the Penstellrms growing in Washington. I 
lost my tiny seedlings this year. I have seeds in the refrigerator to 
plant this fall. I hope to find some that will adapt to my area. 

Birdie Padayich 
North Bend. Washington 

November 30, 1980 

I never have had so muchdieback. 
half the plant would turn brown' and die. 
P. rupiaola aLba before we le&ve for the 
plant if we have a cold winter.· 

It would start with one stem and 
I must take some cuttings of 

south. I could lose the old 

I had a letter from. Dr. Pollard from ;Logan. Utah. about the yellow 
Pe1'!Stemon I sent him. I hope he can use them in the breeding program. 

P. richardsonii has an awful smell in the wild. even walking by 
you can smell it. I saw one lovely red-pink P. richardsonii on Blewett 
Pass this past summer. I wanted to go for seed but never made it back. 

When we went up Mt. Spokane after the meeting, I couldn't find the 
yellow Penstemon anywhere. MY P. newberoryi bloomed well but set only a 
few seed. It seems hardy for me. I love our byb.rid of P. newberroyi. 
more robust with rounder leaveS and red-purple. Very nice. It started 
to die back this fall a:nd J: W'Pnder .if there will ~ any left .by spring. 
I like the tiny creepers but they are hard to find in Idaho. I seem to 
have no luck with the tiny.P. toLmiei type from Idaho. So many are . 
thread like in gray or pale green. 

I would like a good potting mix to pot plants as they are collected. 
I've tried using their ~wn soil; but as soon as I put water on the soil, 
it turned to gumbo, became hard as a rock, and the plants just passed on. 
Something I'm doing is wrong. 

I lost most-of my '~ohn Bacher' last winter. 
go up to the Penstemon cliff and collect it there. 
most of mY old plants at the cabin last year. 

I guess I'll have to 
Pocket gophers ate 

Try planting your Penste77r!n seed out in the ground in the fall and 
next spring it will come up like grass. I've often frozen pent seed in 
the deep freeze or outside. Cover with a pane of glass and let sit all 
winter. 
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April 29, 1981 

March was a lovely warm month--some days reaching 70o--and then 
April was a snowy, freezing month, taking early bloom every night. Slugs 
were terrible this last week. 

Penstemon fruticosus is in bloom in the garden and P. mensiesii, 
showing buds, and I noticed the cliffs going over the pass last Sunday 
were showing buds but no flowers. This warm sun should bring them out. 
No Penstemon seed germinating yet. I froze the pots of seed--even poured 
boiling water Over the frozen soil which is suppose to bring them into 
germination, but guess they didn't get the hint as nothing has shown. If 
a person could get the seed by December and plant it then, I believe we 
would have better germination. Three years ago when I cleaned Penstemon 
seed for ti\e exchange, I took ti\e leftover seed and scattered it in the 
rock garden. By spring I had a wonderful stand of Penstemon seedlings. 
It seemed every seed germinated. The seeds were all mixed shrubby. 
Penstemons grow in most of our mountain passes. We have lovely swarms of 
red P. rupicola and hybrids of P. ~ticosus X rupicoZa in pink-reds and 
lavender shades thru plum in Snoqualmie Pass. 

July 29, 1981 

Izettaand I went to the Pl!fnstemon meeting in Mt. Shasta July 4. 
We had a wonderful time but it was hot! I've a dozen glass cases of 
Penstemon cuttings rooted and ready to transplant--that's rooted cuttings 
in less than 17 days--and they have good-sized balls of roots. We saw 
many different Penstemon f'rom tiny rock hugging plants to others one foot 
high. Some lovely color forms of P. menziesii v. davidsonii and the soft 
pinks were something! I hope they hold the clear pink in my garden. 

I do agree I've killed, a fewPenstemon using barnyard fertilizer. 
I now use Alaska fish emulsion and it never burns. 

Herb Dickson says he just< fills his pots with good soil, plants the 
seed on top of the soil, sifts grit over the seed and cuts out an old 
sheet in size to fit the top of the pot, sets it outside to winter; and 
in the spring when ge,rmination starts, he lifts the cloth. When all are 
germinated, he removes the cloth. He uses cloth so he can water and not 
wash the seed away. 

October 4, 1981 

I lost some of my very best Penstemon this last summer. I wish I 
knew what happens to make them start drying up. The first sign is a 
light yellowish tinge to the foliage. Break off the branch and you can 
see the dark center of the dying branch. So it is well on its way be
fore any sign shows up. I've taken all the dying branches and kept a 
close watch for the stems to show the first sign of dieback. Sometimes 
the entire plant will go branch by branch. Last time choice crosses of 
P. nelliberryi and also good specimens of p, mensiesii. I lost most of my 
cuttings from Shasta. Some were not rooted when I left and they were in 
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glass containers with no drainage. It turned hot the day we left--IOOo-
and guess it stayed that way for a month. I'm really lucky to have any
thing left in the garden. I shouldn't garden and be away all the time. 

(Birdie ~s in England and ScotZand.) 

I saw one lovely planting of large flowere'd Penstemons, all colors 
and huge bells. Some were named: P. 'Schoenk algeri' ~-crimson with 
white throat; 'Sour Grapes'--a lovely blue with white-cream throat; 'King 
George' --whi te; 'Purple Bedder' with white" throat, and 'Garnet' --a lovely 
deep red. There were others but we couldn't see the labels. This was a 
large old castle with a huge rock garden, peat garden--1400 acres'of 'a 
teaching school where students stayed in the castle--rose garden, magno
lia garden, wild garden, and now is a National Trust Castle. 

I saw other Penstemons, evergreen, more like mensiesii v. davidsonii 
but was not familiar with the name. It was late September so no bloom. 
I saw some of their old stands of Penstemons. They don't grow them any 
better than we do. P. rupicola and P. mensiesii made good sized plants 
growing over large rocks. 

Altha Miller 
Issaquah, Washington 

Have you ever tried freezing the seed of P. cobaea, and can it be 
grown from cuttings like our native Dasanthera Penstemon? Many pentsare 
so much more spectacular than our natives. Three of the' low creeping 
pents I can recommend are: P. caespitosus with narrow leaves, P. david
Bonii var. menzieBii or P. davidsonii var. davidsonii with tiny leaves, 
and P. procumbens with slightly larger leaves that have a bronzed tinge. 

June 3, 1981 

Penstemon proaumbens, which I've had a good many years, is finally 
blooming this year. P. fruticosus, which has grown like a weed this year, 
is full of blooms. The flowers are good sized too. Glad I planted all 
of those Penstemon plants yesterday. The rain is coming down in torrents. 
They are from cuttings from Birdie. Clue bloomed in the cuttingbox--a 
rosy magenta--and the leaf looks like car~ellii. I've always grown the 
whi te 'John Bacher' before. Would this one he P. car~ellii, and would 
the narrow finely serratea leaf be P. fruticosus? I found a tag label 
with this name on the ground so I don't know for sure what it belongs to. 
Do you think Alaska Fish would do as well for the pents as Rapid-Gro? 

:r think the small slugs 'are as bad as the larger ones. They came 
clear across the patio, climbed the side of the house up to a bench, then 
up into tall pots of gentians. I had several kinds there thinking they 
might be safe. They were surrounded by slug bait too. 
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August 9, 1981 

I brought home a number of cuttings from P. newberryi which we 
found in bloom along the road in California. One box of cuttings took 
fine and the other is a disaster. This I can't understand as there are 
other cuttings in the box that are doing fine. The cuttings I made of 
P. caespitosus made good roots but died after potting. Has anyone had 
experience with this one? 

The slugs here have started eating on Sempervivum and silver Saxi
fruga this year. Do you suppose some genius might find a way to extermi
nate theSe pests? 

October 19, 1981 

I've just set out several Penstemons which were spring cuttings 
and so far they are doing fine. Other cuttings didn't even make roots. 
I wish there was some explanation for this. P. rupicola, the white one, 
finally rooted after being in the cutting box for a year. I'm going to 
try to find naturally-rooted pieces of P. caespitosus to see if I can 
move them successfully. I think everyone has trouble when transplanting 
seedlings, especially if they have seeded too thickly. This seems to be 
my failing. 

Have any of you had experience with Osmocote 14-14-141 It is a 
slow release fertilizer. The people who told me about it are hav~ng won
derful results with it. 

You would have loved the field trip with ARGS members this summer. 
We saw more Penstemons, gorgeous clumps of several kinds and fields of 
large clumps of lewisii twee4yi than I've ever seen before. 

Jack Guggolz 
Cloverdale, California 

March 19, 1981 

This isn't a very good time of year to be writing about Penstemons. 
Although we've had a very mild winter with average rainfall, only one 
clump of P. heteI'OphyUus pur4yi has bloomed on through. Everything else 
went dormant and is just starting to put out new growth now. I lost more 
this winter, possibly because I have mOre plants and possibly because of 
the relatively warm, wet winter, but the one I'll miss the most is that 
blood-red rupiaola. Also, I have a few seedlings this spring which is 
something I've had very little of in past years--maybe something to do 
with the weather? Although it seems a little slow in getting here, spring 
is coming. I just took a turn around the house and counted 63 species of 
plants in some stage of bloom, not counting about a dozen fruit trees, 
four kinds of oaks and a madrone. Except for daffodils, rosemary and 
aloes, nothing is in full bloom but a week of warm weather will really 
bring things out. 
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The birds seem to think it's spring, too. The weather has been so 
erratic lately that when the sun does come out for a while, the birds 
really warble away. Several pair of Titmice are already nesting. My 
desk faces a window that overlooks our driveway where I throw chick 
scratch and among other birds, we get a fairly large flock of blackbirds. 
The strange thing is that there are a dozen or so male Redwings with no 
females and a like number of male Brewers Blackbirds with their ladies. 

Several of you cold-Winter people have remarked about frost heaving 
as a cause of loss of Penstemons. Well, I have heaving problems, too, 
but not from frost. Whenever I put in a new plant, the moles think I've 
put that nice soft dirt there just for them to play in. They go round 
and round under the new plant, leaving its roots hanging in a cavity; and 
unless I pack the dirt back down, the plant is apt to die from underground 
exposure. 

Nina Price 
Klamath Falls, Oregon 

February, 1981 

We have had below normal precipitation and above normal temperatures 
this winter. I read that it is Mt. St. Helen's fault! I understand that 
this is the normal condition follOwing an eruption. 

About ten years ago I started some P. menziesii and P. rupiaola 
from seed. I still have SOme of the original plants though they have 
never reseeded themselves. All the other kinds I started then have been 
lost. 

I have a few plants of P. albertinus and they hav~ reseeded very 
sparsely. It is so dainty and blue. P. wilaoxii is similar but twice 
as large and it seems to like it here. Last summer in my seed bed dish 
pans, a plant came up that turned out to be P. eriantherus. I was de
lighted to have it again. It is so pretty with the golden hairs in its 
throat. 

The yellow-flowered P. barbatus was a light yellow, a clear light 
yellow. I would prefer a deeper yellow. I checked a couple of days ago 
and the plant has Wintered well. 

I had P. hirsutus pygmaeus once and I thought the foliage was so 
pretty that I didn't much care if the flowers were a light lavender color. 
I even liked them. The foliage grew in low leafy clumps and stayed a 
bronzed red all winter. Some say it is weedy .and spreads badly but mine 
did not. The leaf rosettes were so compact that the plant seemed prone 
to crown rot and none of them survived more than three winters. 

November 17, 1981 

The pents in my yard all bloomed on schedule and I was thrilled to 
find each familiar face as they came into bloom. First for me is nitidus, 
then UJiZaoxii, albertinus, glaber, menzies ii, and rupiaoZa. Later were 
the scarlet P. barbatus and 'Indian Jewel' hybrids. I have some plants 
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that I started from seed sent to me by Gussie. They were from yellow
flowered plants, but my plants did not have yellow flowers. They were an 
especially vigorous, husky strain of plants. However, a seedling of 
these bloomed this summer and it was yellow! A light shade of yellow but 
definitely a yellow. The plant itself was not a particularly vigorous 
plant and had only one bloom stalk. I am really hoping it will survive 
the winter and maybe next year will be stronger. 

Sandy Heinemann 
Atascadero, California 

April 25, 1981 

Since I am new to the robin, I will introduce myself and my garden 
activities. I am 38, single, and at the present unemployed and living 
with relatives. Up until two years ago I lived in Los Angeles where I 
worked as a research associate for a biology professor (a mosquito tax
onomist) at UCLA. I still do some work on mosquito taxonomy at home, 
but now it is for love, not money. I am looking for a job in this area, 
but the competition is very stiff. I am thinking about starting a small 
business as a garden consultant, specializing in inexpensive plants for 
do-it-your-selfers, but I don't know if that will ever get off the ground. 
My father is a landscape architect in Los Angeles, and I learned a lot 
from him as a teenager; still, running my own business is. something else 
again .. In the meantime I have much of my time free to work in the garden. 

We have a fairly large lot (about one-half acre) with four and a 
half big live oak trees on it. I grow vegetables, fruit trees, perenni
als, woodland plants, rock garden plants, and natives. I am especially 
interested in and. collect at least a few species of Acer, Iris, Ribes, 
Geranium, PeZaPgonium, Sempervivum, Lewiaia, Dudleya, Dodecatheon, Tril
lium, ferns, Begonias, Lilium, Cal.oahoptua, and, of course, Penstemon. 
In .Los Angeles I grew orchids and bromeliads (Onaidium and Vriesea were 
my favorite genera) outside where they did very well since I lived near 
the coast, but now I am reduced to just a few that I grow insid~ under 
lights and at windows. I also grow species begonias; they have made the 

,transition somewhat better than the orchids and bromels. I do not have, 
• alas, a greenhouse, so I have turned to plants that will grow well out

side in this climate. 

Atascadero (Spanish word meaning "mUd hole" which is very appropri
ate in spirit if not in fact) is in the upper Salinas Valley and our 
winters go down to about 20°F. with an average of about 10-15 inches of 
rain (although winter befor~ last we had more than 30 inches). The sum
mers are very hot and dry with day after day in the 90's and low 100's. 
Since my ideal climate is one with lots of fog, rain, and a temperature 
that never goes over 70°F., you can imagine that I'm not happy here. 
Perhaps some day I can live on the Puget Sound, but in the meantime I'll 
have to bear the heat. 

However, the climate is good for many Penstemon and the sand,y soil 
helps (no adobe or rocks, thank heavens). My main problem with growing 
Penatemon is that with all the trees (we also have birches, a tulip tree, 
2 Albizia, a small redwood, several Liquidambar, dogwood, redbuds, and 
a few more) I don't have much ground that gets full sun, and I don't 
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know of many Penstemon that will grow well in partial to full shade. 
:erhaps.someone can suggest species that will. I am interested mostly 
ln speCles, not hybrids, especially those native to central California. 
For that ma~t~r, I ~ interested in all native plants and love to go on 
local botanlZ1I?-g trlps, having studied botany a little at college and on 
~ own. At th1S moment there are 7 large plastic bags on my desk stuffed 
wlth plants to be identified from a field trip I made yesterday to the 
La.Panz~ R~ge in the eastern part of the county. The high points of 
thlS t:1P 1I?-cluded large clumps of Thermopsis mac~ophyZZa (an herbaceous 
perenn1al Wl th ~all racemes of yellow lupinelike flowers) and shady 
banks covered Wlth Dodeaatheon aZevelandii in full bloom. 

The~e a~e only three species of Penstemon that are common locally: 
centr~th~fol~us, heterophyZZus, and aopdifolius. All three are doing 
well ln my garden, especially the aent~thifolius (one of the red-flow
ered, . ~erbaceous . species similar to barbatus). At the moment spectabilis, 
ro~zl~~, and rup~aola are starting to bloom, While palmeri and aentran
th~fol~us have been blooming since March. Most of my Penstemon are only 
a year. old or so and were only set out last fall, so I don't yet know 
what w111 do well for me. Besides the species mentioned above, I have 
Plru:~s of b~bc:tus, .ba=e~~iae, bridges ii, aardinalis, ~iJJ,)ellii, david
s~n~~, fen~~e~, g~~nell~~, laetus, neomexiaana, newberTyi"pinifoZius, 
r~a~dsonn, seaund~fZopus, smatus, subglabpa., and whippleanus. I 
have. seeds of eighteen species from the seed fund stratifying in the 
refrlgerator; I plan to sow these in pots this coming week. I imagine 
that most of the seed,s don't really need, to be stratifiei\, but I thought 
I WOuld. play safe. I find it very frustrating to sow bunches of seed in 
the.sprlng, and then not have many of them germinate because they need a 
per70d of ~Old. Wh~t usually happens then for me is that either they 
don t ge=nate unt11 next spring, or I finally put them in the refrigera
tor so that. they come UP in the summer heat which promptly kills them. 
I keep 3x5 1ndex cards for all of my plants and many of my sowings so I 
usually have pretty good records of the current garden situation. 

. I agree.with those who say that "practically all gardeners are 
baslcally eI?-v1ronmentalists, concerned about all the wildlife we share 
the eart~ wlth, even t~o~h we can become very aggravated by those pesky 
rOd~nts. II?- my. case lt 1S certainly true. I belong to umpteen conser
vat1?n organlzat10ns, and nothing seems quite so important to me as pre
,:,e:V1n~ th~ last little bits of nature from the ravages of modern "civ-
111zat10n. Locally we have a lot of trouble with ORV's tearing up the 
chaparral and the coastal sand dunes. Maybe when gasoline goes up to 
$4.0? or so a gallon, there won't be so many of the idiots out there 
roarlng around. Perhaps some day we will learn to keeP our population 
level ~own and have a sane society where people love and.nurture the 
:arth lnstead of rape and exploit her. When I.was a kid I used to hike 
1I?- the chap~ral-covered hills behind my home in Los Angeles, There were 
tlmes when 1t seemed the only safe or sane place that existed. The 
beauty of natural places is the only beauty that seems real or sustaining 
~~ me. Most of us cannot live in the wilderness so we try to recreate it 
be our gardens: we try to make a miniature paradise where we can truly 

at home. 

.1 ce:tainly agree about those "pesky rodents" too. I have a terri
ble tlme Wlth gophers; as fast as I plant stuff they gobble it up L k 
ily they don't seem to like Penstemon, but they like most everything uc -
else. Some plants I protect with chicken wire baskets, but I have far 
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too many plants to use baskets for.everything. Curre~t favorites are Di
anthus, Aubrieta, Armeria, and HeZ~anthemum, and I th1nk gophers can smell 
green beans (one of my favorite vegetables) 100 feet away. I know of no 
humane way of killing or trapping them, so I just plant faster. One com
pensation is that every plant that the gopher eats leaves a space that 
can be planted with something different; and since the species that~ee~ed 
rare and desirable yesterday often seems dull and ordinary today,.th1s 1S 
a good thing. If I dwelled on my many failures as a g~rdener (fa1lures 
due more to ignorance than to gophers), I would throw 1n my trowel tomor
rOw' but since my motto is "plant lots, something's got to grow," I al
way~ have another plant to console me for the.one that died. 

Bette Peterson 
Seattle, Washington 

November, 198b 

I wish to report my progress on P. bridgesii, which was not P: b~r
batus and goes to show that one should not raise two Penstemons beg1nn1ng 
with "B" the same year. It grew prodigiously and bloomed all summer long. 
One disadvantage, slightly, is that a ·stake must be inserted somewhere to 
hold it all together. 

The P. aZbertinus has seeded a bit and produced more of its bril
liant blue flowers. Would that they bloomed a bit longer. And another 
love of mine, obviously a P. barrettiae hybrid of some sort, sparkles 
with its warm rose tubes. 

I moved the P. pinifoZius to an area with more cat litter, and it is 
extending itself though it has not yet showed a bloom. It also o~cu::red 
to me that when I complain that some of my plants are too leafy, It 1S 
due to the sparse sun and much rain which we receive. 

March, 1981 

As for Penstemons, they are all coming along as,is eve~ing else 
because we suddenly had several days of sun in the 60 s. It 1S supposed 
to rain tonight and go down to the 50' s again which might be just as 
well; otherwise, we'll all be nervous, fearing a frost. 

One of our members sent me a slide of P. bridgesii blo~ming.in a 
California garden and hers was stunning. Even mine I apprec1ate lmmense
ly because it bloomed all summer long. However, I expect hers got more 
nourishment than mine. This year I say I'm going to fish spray the whole 
yard. No excuses! 

P. rupiaola seed ran out fast in the seed list this year. Thelma 
Chatfield told me, due to the weather of a cold summer, there.was a poor 
seed crop. My rupiaoZa has that disease but keeps on struggl1ng year 
after year. 

My barrettiae or barrettiae X with its beautiful ever-grey leaves 
is budding already from those few days of warm sun. It is an absolute 
treasure. 
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Robert Condit 
Marana, Arizona 

April, 1981 

We have acquired some new varieties of Penstemon via the native 
plant sale at the nearby Arizona Sonora Desert Museum. I was surprised 
to find that they had four species of Penstemon in gallon containers for 
sale. The family budget at the moment permitted us to purchase three of 
the four species: P. superbus, P. eatonii, arid P. paZmeri. Had to pass 
up P. aZeveZandii which does not seem to be an Arizona species. The P. 
pseudospeatabiZis plant we acquired last summer is now in bloom and makes 
a very nice addition to our Yard. Our standbys, P. parryi, have put on 
their usual superb and abundant display and are now about done for this 
year. The P. barbatus plant did not make the transition to our much low
er and warmer location. 

By accident, I stumbled upon a hummingbird's nest in a Desert Iron
wooatree about a month ago and was able to get some close-up pictures. 
Hope to have a good one to send Louise Blakey the next time around. I 
returned just two days ago to check on their progress, but the young had 
already left the nest. I did meet up with two baby owls and came closer 
than I like to two rattlesnakes. I passed up the close-ups on the snakes. 

Whenever I can get a couple of spare hours, I am enjoying my hobby 
of attempting to identify as many of the native plants in our area as I 
can. The staff and graduate students at the University of Arizona her
bari um have been very helpful in confirming my layman's attempts at iden
tification. 

Rachel Snyder 
Prairie Village, Kansas 

September, 1981 

I wish you all could have seen the Penstemon field at North Platte 
that we who went to the Midwest meeting Saw. It would have inspired you. 
Dale Lindgren has done a wonderful job in a short time there--starting 
with what remained from Viehmeyer's program. But the injection of 'Gus
sie's Yellow' barbatus into his crosses has produced a much wider spec
trum than Viehmeyer had. In fact, his Penstemons show every rainbow 
color except green. And the forms are beginning to be much more varied, 
although most are still strongly the barbatussharkshead type. He has 
Some good low growers. He said that after our meeting the field was to 
be plowed up, and he let us go in afterward with a spade and take any_ 
thing we liked. I took one clump of a low growing pink with bells up one 
side. I planted it in the Penstemon patch at the farm; but subsequently 
in the incessant rains of last summer (quite a contrast to the previous 
one when we roasted!) I think it kiCked the bucket. 

My Penstemon garden is a shambles just now and may remain so until 
spring. In July I broke my ankle and Was out of commission for six 
weeks. I never realized how getting a few weeks behind at that season 
could wreck the whole year because I never have caught up with the weeds. 
It was raining every few days, not just sprinkles but downpours. By hand 
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was the only way to cope with weed 
with machines to try to cultivate. 
where mixed up in that mess, but I 
:frost. 

growth because it was too wet to go in 
So there may be some Penstemons some

won't be able to :find them until a:fter 

I hope next spring to start a new Penstemon garden in a dif:ferent 
area. My big :farm project o:f this fall has been digging the dirt floor 
out o:f the house basement and getting a cement floor laid. At this point 
I just about have the excavating done (hope to finish tomorrow), and then 
a contractor will lay the :floor. In digging I discovered that the house 
(stone) 'rested on a shale layer, very firm. We (my cousin has been help
ing) have carted all the excavated dirt--many tons o:f it--to an area des
ignated as the newPenstemon patch. So it will consist of.the dirto:f 
the ages, plus sand and gypsum from tbe old plaster tbat had fallen i~to. 
tbe basement, plus a portion o:f the crumbled shale. Sounds to me as lf It 
might grow good Penstemons, and the bed will be raised to give drainage-
wbich tbe old pent garden sadly lacked. 

I can report one Penstemon item that came more or less.to fruition 
this year. Last spring among the seeds I started was a packet of the 
'Sensatibn' Penstemons advertised by Park Seed Company (and I tbink Burpee 
or one o:f the otber seed :firms .also). Lots of seedlings came up and I 
tQok several flats :for the plant sale at Nortb Platte, and kept the rest 
and planted in the only sunny spot I have around tbe house here in Prairie 
Village. (Despite tbe name of this town, we are in an oak :forest.) It 
was my impression that they would be the annual (gZ-oxinoides) type and I 
expected to see blOOm this summer. But by August it was apparent that 
they were not going to be that type at all, but looked a.whole lot like 
what we in the Midwest have been growing :for years as the basic North 
Platte hybrids. Finally in late August one of them bloomed, and it was 
the type o:f flower head we had in the 'Indian Jewels'--a loose set of 
medium size bells. Unfortunately on this one (the only one to bloom this 
year) the stem was too weak to hold the flowers up o:ff the ground, so the 
color was a truly dirty pink. Not exactly a 'Sensation' and not at all 
what I expected. Ab, well, anything to get Penstemons in the hands of 
more people. 

Ethan King 
Solomon, Kansas 

December 11, 1980 

(Ethan King died some time duPing the fall of 1981.--Ed.J 

The weather has put on that "picture-post card" scenery here, an 
ice storm along with about six inches o:f snow. The ice brought down 
power lines, but warmer days now are melting it away. Many plants have 
su:f:fered because o:f the terri:fic hot, dry summer. In spite o:f watering, 
it was just sad to see plants thatl1ad been with me :for many years give 
up and die in the heat. Pents stood it better than many other things. 
Yet, they did not all survive. I will have very :few old ones to brave 
the wintertime and very :few young plants to bloom next Summer. I had a 
very good showing o:f pink Penstemons bloom last year for the :first tim: 
but now they are among the missing. I am happy though that my P. tenu~
foZius and the red sharkshead, like the :fine slides that we have gotten 
to see, are looking :fine so :far. A :few others may live. 
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It is interesting to hear you young :folks tell o:f your ages that I 
can look back to. If' the Lord is willing I will be 92 in less than a 
week. 

I had a brief but most enjoyable visit witb James Taylor this past 
Summer. He brought me two pents but in spite of shade and water, I lost 
one. Some things cannot grow after being cooked. 

We bave a good leader :for this robin, Lena, stay with it. I count 
the #4 robin and its :friendly visits and the :flow o:f in:formation as a 
bighlight. Another one that I had in the :fall was a telephone visit with 
George Yingling. Because o:f a delay, he could not take the time to see 
me in person, but we did have a good time on the phone. Our group is 
especially blessed witb good leaders. George and James are o:f value. 
James has the gi:ft of a true scientist :for experimenting and exploring 
possibilities that will lead to pro:fitable results. The preparations and 
educati ve ef:forts will bring :-ftSul ts, slowly perhaps. Some o:f US learn 
at a snail's pace. 

I.wonder i:f anyone has ever witnessed a mutation in pents. I have 
seen a :few in other plants. While working in a greenbbuse one year, we 
had a mum that branched two ways. One branch had white flowers; the other 
was the same :form o:f growth . but a deep bronze. Others have not been so 
outstanding but one in hardiness was. It was a widely branched cactus 
type and not sheltered one cold hight. All the branches :froze and drooped 
except one which was :frost hardy and continued on. 

It is interesting how the grouping o:f colors can a:f:fect the picture. 
One year when I was growing and shipping iris wholesale, it was time to 
replant. So I got the great idea of planting them by starting with the 
lightest ones and :followed by those o:f deeper tones. When they were in 
bloom, those o:f the lighter shades gave the patch a dull, uninviting look. 
Tbe part where yellow ones divided pinks and reds :from the blues and pur
ples was stunning! Alive! Visitors would not go to the dainty colors 
unless drawn there. Did you ever notice that scarcely any flower is with
out a touch, even just the pollen, o:f yellow? White will make nearly as 
good a :foil. A mass o:f one color is impressive, but nature has made it 
to be so by contrasts. Often with green. 

Had you noticed that we were to dip into the grocery shelves to 
:feed plants now? Knox, un:flavored gelatin is now recommended. One is to 
use a packet in one cup of bot water and then add tbree cups o:f cold 
water and use it to water plants every :fourth watering as a nitrogen 
source. 

James Taylor 
Hutchinson, Kansas 

December 31, 1980 

(Note that this report is on 1980 activities and not 1981. It came in a 
robin received a:fter the December, 1980 Bulletin was published.) 

Most o:f my plants came through the hot weather pretty well. I did 
lose several that represented the only plant that I had o:f the kind. My 
biggest problem with my pents this year was insects. Twice this year, 
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once in the spring and once in the fall, I had a major infestation of a 
small black almost aphid-like insect. It is a sucking insect and both 
times it did a considerable amount of damage before being controlled. 
This fall it really damaged my new seedlings. I have never had much 
trouble with insects before so from now on I will keep my eyes open for 
them. 

At the last meeting George Yingling indicated that he would like to 
have the Cox Arboretum host the 1982 meeting. Dayton, Ohio is a long way 
away for most of us but he is serious. He has the support of the Director 
at Cox, and the Arboretum is putting in a set of raised beds for display 
of pentS. It should be quite a meeting. It may be a bit far away for 
some of us, but it might bring in some people who have not been able to 
come to Kansas and Nebraska for a meeting. The year we met in Arkansas 
we were able to meet many new people and interest some in pents. 

I have been growing a pent called Penstemon oklahomensis. I was 
quite surprized this summer when almost every plant of it bloomed. I was 
surprized because this was its first year. It has a beautiful white 
flower that is somewhat like that of P. hirsutus. It bloomed so well 
that I was able to collect quite a bit of seed and I have sent them in to 
the. Exchapge. 1 hope that several of you will order some of it and give 
it a try. It has been real easy to grow for me.. 1 will be interes~ed 
to see if it will overwinter. I have also sent seeds of P. buckley~ to 
the Exchange. It is a native plant to the sandhills around here. It has 
rather small flowers but is attractive. I have not tried growing it in 
my garden so I don't know if anyone will be successful. I predict that 
it will be hard to grow as it is only found in dry sandy soil. 

Since the P. oklahomensis was a seedling, it bloomed late when 
little else was in bloom. One plant that was in bloom was a P. hirsutus 
X P. canescens. For the fun of it I pollinated some of its .flowers with 
P. oklahomensis pollen. I was pleased when I got seed. I hope I can get 
the seed to grow. It will be fun to. see what this new hybrid will look 
like. At the APS regional meeting this year, 1980, Dr. Reynolds from. 
Hays, Kansas gave me a division of a pink flowering P. cobaea X P. tn
flopus. I got to see it in bloom this summer on my trip with Rachel. It 
is really a super plant. I unfortunately lost mine in the heat this.sum
mer. Dr. Reynolds spent the summer on a trip to Alaska so I am afrald 
his may have died also. If it did, I am going to consider it a real loss 
to the Society. 

I still have about five plants that I started from Louise Jaeger's 
seed. A few of my seedlings bloomed this year. I think I can give a 
positive identification for her plant. They are dead ringers for another 
plant that I started from seed that had been labeled P. barbatus praecox 
nana. It is a vigorous and attractive plant and it really is different 
from the typical P. barbatus. 

I have my 1981 seed catalogs. In looking through them I was sur
prized to find that they are pushing a neW variety of Penstemonl Both 
Burpee and Parks are selling something they call hyacinth-flowered pents. 
The photographs are beautiful and it SOunds good. I am going to try some 
and see what they are like. I have written Rachel Snyder. Since she is 
the editor of Flower and Gardsn magazine, I thought she might be able to 
find out more about it. I would like to know who did the breeding work. 
If I can find out, I will write them and try to find out how extensive 
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their breeding program is and what their goals are. If I find out any
thing, it would make for an interesting article for the Bulletin. Along 
the same line, I recently got a request from a place called Weddle Plant 
Research Laboratories in Colorado for the Society's slide collections. 
This firm does commercial plant breeding so they may be interested in 
working with pents. 

One of the plants that did poorly in the heat this summer was my 
P. muTrayanus. I am afraid 1 may have lost it so 1 really appreciate the 
seed you gave me. I will let you know how it .does. 

Mrs. A. J. Jaeger 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

January, 1981 

(Note: Mrs. Jaeger sent James Taylor seeds from one of her Penstemons. 
James grew five plants from the seed and identified them as P. barbatus 
praecox nana because they were identical to his P. barbatus praecox nana 
0hich he had grown from seed so labeled. I grewP. barbatus praeaox 
nana from seed obtained from Thomp80n and Morgan, an English seed Company, 
and James probably raised his refepence plant from seed I gave him. Prae
cox means "early blooming" and nana means "dwarf." It is not (Marf so 
the seed were probably inaorrectly labeled by the seed company. Note 
Mrs. Jaeger's comments.--Ed.J 

I cannot remember ever having seed of .P. barbatus praecoxnana and 
I did not raise it from seed. It also seems too tall to have "nana" 
applied to it. 

The few P. digitalis (dwarf) seedlings that I grew last year had 
rosettes about six inches across. If the flowers are on short stems, it 
would really be something. Sure hope it winters and also the red-stemmed 
one. Have ordered seed of oklahomensis. 

Some members have mentioned that they are in their 80's. I'm 
headed for 90; I was 89 last October. 

Mrs. Anna Becker 
Nelson, Nebraska 

March, 1981 

I ordered seeds of smaZZii, 'Flathead Lake', 'Prairie Fire', tall 
yellow barbatus and oklahomensis. I saw a stem of oklahomensis last sum
mer. James Taylor had a stem of it when he and Rachel Snyder stopped 
last summer after the Hutchinson meeting. Oklahomensis looks much like 
a big loose head of white phlox and is verY pretty. I have. had 'Flathead 
Lake' and tried a plant of 'Prairie Fire' from Interstate Nurseries. 
I've never succeeded with smallii, 80 I hope this time I get some plants. 

I have had a small black insect on my gloriosa daisies. Unless I 
sprayed the daiSies, they were destroyed in a short time. Often I didn't 
see the insects until the plants were almost gone--they just seemed to 
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dry up. I didn't notice that the bugs were on the pents; the P. murTay
anus grows nearby. MyriadS of grasshoppers did much more damage than the 
black bugs. Spraying didn't phase them much. 

I really hope I can get to North Plate. And Dayton, Ohio, would be 
fun in 1982. But of our Robin, I wonder how many could go. All of US, 
except James and Verla, are over 80 years old; and while we don't like to 
admit it, age is a limiting factor. The only way I could go would be to 
fly--I can't take the long car rides any more. 

George Yingling said in a letter that if a plant blooms late and 
one isn't sure of hardiness, to cut off the bloom. I suppose that not 
making seeds would make the plant hardier. Seed making is the end result 
of plant reproduction. 

I grew P. cobaea X P. t:t'1:rloI'Us many years ago from seed. As I re
member the seed wasn't difficult, but the plants were short-lived. Mine 
were red. 

Betty Blake 
Onsted, Michigan 

June, 1981 

The pents were good, but the shrubby ones had more winter damage 
than usual. Hallii bloomed and it certainly is hallii~-a real treat to 
see it again. 

Aridus and an aridus hybrid looked the same to me, a clear bl,:-~, 
and wonderful. EZZipticus is still with me but no bloom yet. Fruhcosus 
scouleri was a 2 x 2 foot mound of medium lavender, not the pale one I 
once had but handsome nevertheless. 

Laricifolius continues to do well and the foliage is nice even af
ter the blooming is done. Teucrioides was a standout in a wall. 

I was fortunate enough to be able to buy a plant of caespitosus at 
the ARGS national meeting this May. It is doing well in the garden so 
far. That one had eluded me for years. 

Enno van Gelder 
Bristol, Tennessee 

January, 1981 

As a newcomer, I hope to learn some val~able and interesti~g i~for~ 
mation as well as ac~uire some new gardening friends. I aQ now retlred 
(since June 30, 1980). PreviouslY I was a mining engineer (13 years at 
David, Kentucky coal mines) and 26 years as draftsman for Bristol S~eel 
and Iron Works. I have never formally studied botany but have ac~ulred 
my life-long interest in gardening from my father, a landscape architect. 
Having both my parents from Holland has also helped. 
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I joined the American Rock Garden Society in April, 1976, and the 
American Penstemon Society in 1977. 

Just before Christmas I received The Seedlist Handbook, 2nd edition 
by Bernard E. Harkness (1976) obtained through the American Rock Garden 
Society ($5.00 postpaid). It seems to be a valuable and concise listing 
of rock garden plants (including Penstemons) with very brief descriptions 
and a list of seeds offered 1972 through 1975 by the American Rock Garden 
Society, Alpine Garden Society of England and Scottish Rock Garden Club. 
I also have Hortus Second (1941) bought for about $15.00 in 1948! 

In June 23, 1979, I sowed P. nitidus and P. tubaeflorus in six inch 
clay pots. Seven months later, after being outside that fall and winter, 
I have a note that four seeds of P. nitidus and about fifty of P. tubae
florus had germinated; The nitidu.s showed spindly growth and I do not 
believe I had much luck with them in the garden. The tubaeflorus grew 
well after transplanting, eSPecially this fall. 

All my seeds were either sown in large pots or Park's "Jiffy flats" 
(:':5"x7"x2~" deep) using "Redi-earth" soil. These were generally put out
side during December to March for cold treatment and taken inside the 
greenhouse in March. 

My notes say December 9, 1979 I sowed the following seeds obtained 
from Dale Lindgren (North Platte, Nebraska Experiment Station): P. 
grandiflorus, barbatus, dwarf pink #76110. April 1, P. grandiflorus 
produced eleven seedlings, barbatus 2, and dwarf pink #76110 34. 

From sowings of February 10, 1980, I obtained the following germina
tions: Henry Marshall hybrid (thick), cobaea X triflorus (19), 11-15-79 
hybrid (9), frutioosus X rupicola (+55), hirsutus minimus (±50), 'Prairie 
Fire.' (±50), 'Anza' hybrid (6), tubaefloI'Us (2). I also have some 'Utah 
State' hybrid seedlings. 

In 1978 I pollinated a 'Prairie Dawn' Penstemon with pollen from a 
wild P. brevisepaZus I found about twenty miles west of here. Although 
the capsules swelled some, I did not obtain any viable seed. In 1979 I 
tried again and. obtained six seeds I thought might be viable. By April 1, 
1980, I had two seeds of thi.s cross to germinate. One Sickly plant died 
but .the other grew on vigorously. I planted it in front of the house 
and marked it well with a ring of small stakes. In December some "var
mint" (probably a rabbit) picked out this one plant to nibble it down 
to the crown leaving only a few outer leaves. I promptly put a little 
screen of l/2-inch mesh wire over it to forestall further nibblings. 

So far I have had here in bloom only P. ovatus (two small plants-
blue bloomed ± May 20), P. 'Prairie Dawn' and P. 'Bashful' from seed 
obtained from the American Rock Garden Society. The year 1980 Was the 
second year of bloom for the 'Bashful' (one plant) and the third year of 
bloom for the 'Prairie Dawn' (±4 plants). 'Prairie Dawn' is a nice pink 
about l~ feet tall and 'Bashful' is about twelve inches tall, a nice 
coral pink--small and dainty. 'Prairie Dawn' bloomed May 23, 1978 and 
'Bashful', May 20, 1979. Both have about petered out and I will be sur
prised if any of the old plants survive this winter. 

I hope to report on my 'Prairie Dawn' X brevisepaZus in 1981. I 
hope the brevisepalus will impart longevity and adaptability to our wet 
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climate (average 44" rain per anum). As Glenn Viebmeyer has said, per
haps it will "break" one more link in the chain of reproductive isolating 
mechanisms. 

We gardeners certainly must have hope, faith and patience! 

March, 1981 

Spring is really here although we can expect frosts until near May 
10, and could even have a little more snow. Crocuses have finished and 
snowdrops are gone to seed. When the tulips come on, how, could they be 
any prettier than the daffodils' that are in their full bioom now. Makes 
me feel like "Supper over, breakfast cookin', Old Dan Tucker standin' 
there lookin'." 

I sowed sixteen three-inch square plastic pots January 16 with 
various Penstemons (some seeds two years old). These Were set outside in 
a flat in a semi-shady location for cold treatment. I expected to take 
them inside the greenhouse about now for germination, but the following 
have already germinated outside: six seedlings 'Bashful', eight 'Prairie 
Dawn', six Bruce Meyer's gentianoides #15-286, one gentianoides X fi li
sepaZus. one Bruce Meyer's humiZes X proaeri, eight gl'andifZorus. one 
frutiaosus X ruriaoZa, one barbatus. Of nine pots four-inch square sown 
March 1, none have come up yet. 

My one Plant of 'Prairie Dawn' X brevisepaZus nibbled down to, the 
"bones" last December by a rabbit appeil-rs to have two or, three pinhead 
sized shoots. It is nOw protected by '1/2-inch mesh screen. I have at 
least two 'Bashful' X bl'evisepaZus plants (my hybridizing from 1919). One 
of these is the largest and healthiest looking Penstemon I own, a nice 
little mound. I hope to get some good bloom this year from them. 

The past two weeks or so of dry sunny weather seem to have bene
fitted the Penstemons in the rock garden; they are re&lly greening up. 
Oh, yes, I do not live in a swamp. We are on a low ridge surrounded by 
higher mountai~ The back yard is a fairly steep slope with shallow 
soil underlain with aJ.inost continuous shelving limestone. The 44" rain
fall is only the aver&ge here over a number of years. Usually it is dis
tributed pretty well over the year. Occ&sionally we wi Ii h&ve a July or 
August without any rain, when I must water with a hose almost daily due 
to the shallow soil and steep slope. I suspect th&t some years we may 
have only 3D" of rainfall. 

I have a theory that practically all gardeners are basically envi
ronmentalists, concerned about all the wildlife we share the earth with, 
even though we can become very aggravated by those pesky rodents, We had 
a "wild" homeless cat that for many years made our back yard her. chief 
territory. I was concerned about the birds she may have caught (never 
saw her catch a bird); the dog (not ours) finally killed her last fall. 
I now believe she must have been a good night hunter and kept the meadow 
mouse and chipmunk populations down so that I regret her demise. 
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Nina M. Johnson 
Sabinsville, Pennsylvania 

July, 1981 

Last year's seed flats were kept over winter outdoors in an old 
store cabinet base I use for a cold frame. It is covered with a slatted 
frame. This springPenstemon smaZZii came up extra thick after being 
planted March 18, 1980. I set about thirty in' a bed back of the old 
garage and the rest are waiting in the pan. V~ few others came from 
doing this. 

Penstemon 'Crystal' and P. hirsutUi3 rmn1-mus seed, planted in an old 
bathtub in the fa;L,! of 1980, came up and were doing,we11 May 26, 1981. 
APS-S41-80 pinifoZius, planted February 11, 1981, are up and ready to 
set out now. APS-A3-80 P. grandi[Zorus. planted February 11, 1981, are 
up and were set out in late May. Many died but some are surviving and 
look good now. I had to leave for two weeks at that time and had no way 
to keep plants watered so I put many things out earlier than usual. Most 
liked it. I have one or two plants of some other seed but have no idea 
Which ones will make it to winter yet. 

Outdoors I only found one plant of the good pink hirsutus but it is 
in a special place and is now in seed. In spite of shade, the hirsutus 
hybrid under the pines bloomed. A P. hirsutus minimus I set out on the 
wall garden was over a foot tall in bloom so it did not come true. I 
wonder if I'll ever See the true one. Also I wonder if Ralph's 'Rose 
Queen' caZycosus is still around? When I tried to grow seed of it years 
ago, I got various shades, none of rose. Here they died after blooming. 

The Canadian hybrids in the b&ck yard were all de&d this spring. 
The blue P. proceru8 on a raised bed with 'Crystal' and the purple hy_ 
brid all bloomed in early June. AZpinus died back to just the rOot but 
has come on and is making a nice plant. One cutting grew of P. thurberi 
and I set it in the "limesy" bed. 

C&rol Well's white P. al'Kansanus paUidus bloomed at about half its 
usu&l height in its new location this year. I will help the seed to 
self sow as I want .lots of it and only had one plant. 

According to reports, the acid rain is causing our soil here to 
change quite fast so, for any requiring lime, I'll buy limestone or 
oyster shells. 

I want to get the western acid soil kinds started again, but my 
notebook doesn't say that any Dasanthera have germinated. 

Peg Basler 
Leesport, Pennsylvania 

November, 1980 

We have our first snow and it is heavy (ten inches). Last 
didn't come until January 23, and then only lasted a few days. 
been very dry so we need all kinds of moisture. Water has been 
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restricted so we carry all dish washing water out to water our plants. 

The pents that I planted this year look very good so a.m looking 
forward to seeing some beauties next spring and summer. A good many 
folks who come to see I1ri! lilies are eager to see Pensttilmons too. 

I a.m 88 'Years old and have had a garden for 61 years and a.m always 
intel"ested in anything about f1E1'1fers.. I had a very interesting vege
table garden in spite of the dl"ought. I planted I1ri! lily bulbs deep and 
that seemed to have helped them to Withstand the heat and dl"yness. 

I Will let you know the l"esults and varieties of Penattilmona that I 
planted md san keeping I1ri! fingers cTossed that, between the lilies and 
pents, the garden Will look beautiful. Thel"e are all kinds of spring 
bulbs /IIId 'later bleaners, but it gives me a thrill to see something new 
blooming and making themselves at home here. 

Mark McDonough 
Norwood, Massachusetts 

March, 1981 

I have been hust With projects around the house /IIId have literally 
dozens of pro3ects planned for the yard. SukH. and I moved into our new 
house on NGveanber 7, 1980. I promptly built ilL cold fra.me; but as I had 
tatten so lmmY cuttings and been gi van so many plants from friends, the 
fra.me was quicklY filled. I&1so set up fluorescent 1:!:ghts in the base
ment to help bring some of the tender plants through the winter. 

I wanted to buy a gl"eenhouse, but decided to build one myself. 
This Will be a special greenhoMe. a "pit gl"eenhouse" dug into the south
easterly slope. of my' yard. I know of a IIIan in Massachusetts Who has one 
and during this pest 'Winter, With extended periods below zero, it never 
froze inside. Earth is an excellent insulator. I started by digging a 
hole for the "proposed" greenhouse, spending each full weekend on the 
project. It was Very tough going andf'rustrl!ttihg as the deep freeze set 
in so early, breakin< all weather recoTds for the coldest e~er. I ~ad 
to g1 ve ~ as the frost got ahead of me. As a result, I tned to nnter 
many plani;S inside. It proved too warm inside and plants suffered. Al
most 95 per cent of I1ri! Penste7/t)n cuttings TOOted, but I lost many due to 
improper conditions. Now the ground has softened and I Will resume dig
ging. Last weekend I made another large cold frame that Will help until 
the greenhouse is built. 

My neighbors were wondering what I was doing With this huge hole in 
the yard (about 15 feet long, 10 feet wide, and about 6t . feet deep at 
the deepest end). I'm having trouble trying to find some place to put 
all of trie soil and boulders. 

I have received seed from a Wide range of sources this year. Sal
ly's Seedery (now called Southwestern Native Seeds) offers a yearly se
lection of seed that she has collected in Mexico and southwestern states. 
I got sEied of P. ZeiophyltuB. P. baac-harifoUus. and P. di-scowX'. and 
many ;other interesting selections. I also :Purchased seed from a seed 
dealer in Australia. There are many intriguing Australian plants. I 
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received 88 packets from the Alpine Garden Club of British Columbia, 
even thoU«h I only asked for about 35 packets. These are all from North 
American plants and some seed collected in Japan. There was also seed 
from four other rock garden societies, plus the APe seed and the ,American 
Primrose Society seed (same society initials). ~ recently joined the 
Lily Group of the Royal Horticultural Society, par1<icularly for informa
tion on Alliums, perhaps my most avid interest. I received seed of about 
40 Alliums to add to the 50 or so species that I grow now. I alao. got a 
large assortment of seed from the Northern Nevada Native Plant Society 
Seed Exchlll!ge, worth Joining for the seed li~~ alone. Some of the pent 
seeds received include the tan form of P; dsustua. the desirable P. 
kingii. and another unknow to me, F. g:Mhamii. Deles anyone know some
thing about the last Penatemon I mentioned? So many seeds to sowl 

Pensttilmon davidsooii v. menzieaii X 'Martha Raye' was quite pretty. 
The seedlings have variable foliage with flowers in various tones of 
pink/lavender. 

There isn't mUch to report in the garden. There Was iii lot of heav
ing this year, often totally uprooting some plants.· A few pents were 
winter burned but most look ful right this year, surprisingly With the 
snowless extreme cold. 

Pensttilmon se1!Pa;tus was the only shrubby plant to be devastated by 
rodents. I took a chance last year by planting my rooted cutting of P. 
gairdneri (that I collected in Washington) out into the rock garden. As 
I discussed in my article .in the December 7,9 APS Bulletin, I did not 
know if this species was evergreen or decidlJOUs. This past winter it 
lost all of its leaVeS, thus is. deciduous. The bare tWigs are now burst
ing forth With red leaf buds. I'll have to tat!.e cuttings of this onji! as 
it seems rare in cultive.tion. Has anyone else;gro1lll it? The dwarf P. 
tracyi that I purchased from Siskiyou Rare Plant Nursery has burned 
rather severely but is sprouting out again. Pensttilmons dsawnbens and 
aaeapi tosus were acquired last summer and looked. very fl"ail to endure 
the winter. I took cuttings which rooted but have since lost them. 
Fortunately plants in the garden l.ook better than ever as do the small 
seedlings of P. fendleri and P. haPbourii that I left out late last sum
mer to fend for themselves. My one plant of P. Za:ricifoUus was heaved 
up by frost and it is not known if it Will survive. Penatemon aaryi has 
all but died out except one plant potted up in my cold fra.me. I'd hate 
to lose this dwarf blue beauty. Penstemon bridqesii wintered well, as 
did P. parvulus. Pensttilmon humilus has disappeared. Another that was 
someWhat ravaged by rodents was P. nitidus. Penst;einon smaltii is .doing 
well. I was !I.IlIl'i.zed that P. barbatus tor:r:'eyi has survived the Winter 
outside, looking exceptionally weIll I always thought that the barbatus 
types were not veTY hardy here. There are many others that look promis
ing, and should bloom this year. I Wil:). Teport on these in further 
detail later when there is more to report. 

July, 1981 

The Penstemons put on a good show this year, even though the 
shrubby types were winter burned in some cases. I was very excited to 
see the somewhat similar tiny dwarfs P. deawnbens /IIId P. oaespitofl-us 
bloom. The latter was obtained from Siskiyou Rare Plant Nursery.and is 
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one of th~ thyme-like dwarfs with bright green ~oliage and ~ s~att~ring 
of blue flowers. Penstemon deaumbens seems sinalar except It lS dls
tinctly more robust and larger in all parts and has larg~r, deeper.b~ue 
flowers. This one roots strongly as it travels and provldes quantltles 
of easy propagation material. P. aaespitosus roots easily. from ?uttings 
as well. I've taken about 30 cuttings of each. For the flrst tlme P. 
la1'iaifoUus ssp. lanaifoUus has bloomed and is truly delightful. It 
made a small tuft of very short grassy stems and sent up slender bloom 
stalks to six inches tall. There were a few sparsely spaced flowers of 
a pale lavender shade ,quite flat faced and Mimulus-like. I had thought 
that it was supposed to have a better blue color; perhaps it just is not 
a good color form. This one bloomed fairly la~e as did the go:geous P. 
brandegei with twelve to eighteen-inch tall splkes of large brlght blue 
bells This is one that I will have to propagate. An early bloomer was 
P. a~i. one of my :favorite pents. I :find this one a "toughie" to root. 
Seeds are fairly easy, and I now have about 15 plants from seed. 

Penstemon heterophyllus v. purdyi was virtually eaten to a stub by 
rodents yet quickly grew out to :form a somewhat woody shrub eight inches 
tall by fourteen inches across. The flowers were large bells of a . 
bright blue/purple color, typical of many Penstemons. Although lacklng 
a pure blue color, it is nonetheless a beauti:ful plant. P. ba~batus 
torreyi got very large this year, producing about 30 four to flve~:foot 
spikes of a marvelous coral red color. However, they ~:eded staklng as 
they flopped around. Also quick growing was P. gorman1-1-. th~ Ala~kan 

native. It was rather leaf'y with twelve-inch stems topped wlth vlol,:t. 
blue flowers. Nota great plant but it is fairly good. Penstemon p1-n1-
folius was very good this year, showing its bright narrow trumpets later 
than any other pent. P. arkansanus palUdus (or is it the other .way . 
around? I don't have my records in front of me) was very beauti:ful thls 
year. It is very tall, up to five feet, with beauti:ful pure White. flow
ers with contrasting stamens. You will need a lot of space for thls 
one although it is worth it. A seedling of P. aardhletlii 'John. Bacher' 
turned out to be the type of plant with gorgeous. spikes o:f lusclous 
lilac/purple instead of white :flowers. At a nearby place, the Case 
Estates owned by Arnold Arboretum, they have a display.area of gro;md 
cover, one of which was P. ., Crystal'. Pictures have never done thls 
plant justice as it truly was beauti:flil. The robust green s~rubS were 
smothered in large pure white flowers. I took about 40 ?uttlng~,. all of 
Which rooted very easily. Another new one in my garden ls P. n1-t1.-dus. 
I see 'why people get excited about its brilliant blue color whic~ con
trasts beautifully with the silver foliage. I must propagate thls one. 
One mature plant of a seedling of P. davidsonii v. menziesii alba X 
'Martha Raye' was just smothered with large trumpets. These hav~ a ~wo
toned effect as the inside of each flower is lilac, and the outslde lS a 
deeper purple tone. Many of the shrubby hybrids bloomed, several of a 
good pink shade. P. ovatus X virens has reliably put on a show of slen
der stems and small bright blue flowers. P. davidsonii put on its usual 
show of bright lilac/purple trumpets. P. grandiflorus wa~ covered with 
flowers in many shades and is a tall type that I welcome lnto my garden 
of generally smaller plants. 

Seed germination this year was exceptionally good. All of my seed 
flats are le:ft to the elements outdoors in the late winter and early 
spring months, each flat covered with a fine gravel or coarse sand to 
prevent the seed from being washed away. Germination is almost too . 
numerous to mention, but among some of the plants I grow are P. grac1-lus 
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(about 30 plants), P. baacharifoZius (about 20 plants), P. Zinarioides 
aoloradoensis, P. newberryi ssp. berryi, P. newberryi 'Shasta', P. dis
color, P. o7<.lahomensis, P. ZanaeoZatus, P.peckii and numerous other 
seedlings of hybrid plants. Seedlings of the shrubby types (P. rupicola, 
menziesii, etc.) show marked variation already. Others that are coming 
along well include P. grahamii, P. fendZe1'i, P.harbourii, and P. gar
rettii. P. traayi, a very dwarf shrubby species from California, burned 
during the winter. It was purchased from Siskiyou Rare Plant Nursery 
and is reported as being very rare. It is extremely attractive with 
very stout woody stems and extra thick rounded,ileaves of' light green and 
being very g~ossy. The plant leafed out well, having five branches. 
These I cut off for propagation. The original plant is lea:fing out 
again. Drastic measures such as this are sometimes necessary to increase 
stock of such a precious plant. 

It is still so frustrating having two gardens with the bulk o:f 
plants 30 miles away at my fOlk's house where I used to do my gardening. 
It is orten a week or more be~ore I can get over there. Meanwhile, I'm 
missing plants that are flowering, missing the ripe seed, or arriving 
too late to save a Sick plant. I'd like to move the contents of the en
tire garden to my home, but this will be quite an undertaking. 

In answer to a question, P. brandegei can be divided, but I find it 
is better to treat the divisions as cuttings by dipping in rooting pow
der and placing in a rooting medium. I use 50 per cent coarse sand, 50 
per cent perlite and a dash of peat moss. 

To avoid Penstemon seeds :from being washed away, top th.e seed flats 
with a layer of fine gravel (actually a coarse sand similar to "aquarium 
gravel"). I go to a sand and gravel place, pay $3.00 for all lean carry 
in the car (go to the "coarse sand" pile and scoop out the coarsest 
material that collects at the bottom of the pile. I leave my pots out
doors and even thunderstorms do not harm them as long as they are not 
under a gushing gutter or the like. 

George Yingling 
Dayton, Ohio 

In stratifying seeds in the refrigerator to get an early start on 
the season, I have had seed sprout at around 34°F. To conserve space 
I place seed in plastic sandwich bags along with a bit of fine vermicu
lite or sterile sand, dampen the mix, place a plastic name tag in the 
bag and roll it up. A rubber band is then placed around a quantity of 
the rolled-up bags before putting them into the refrigerator. 

There have been times when months have passed before I could sow 
them. This happened last year a~ter my Surgery and recovery period. I 
found the following had sprouted: Marshall 7509, ADS~114-7, 'Prairie 
Fire', Marshall 7303 Red, 'Utah State', cobaea, yellow barbatus- aentran
thifolius, tubaeflorus and erianthus. In some cases many had sprouted 
and died; in other cases, there were many 10'" to ~" long sprouts with 
pale yellow cotyledon leaves still alive. I carefully separated these 
latter ones and planted each one inch apart in slightly damp and sterile 
soilless mix. Arter planting them, I put the tray (a 7" by 5" plastic 
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tray) in a pan of water until thoroughly wet. I then took the tray out 
and let it drain and then placed the tray about two inches below my 
fluorescent lights. The soaking and draining process draws the soil 
down around the seedling roots. Wi thin a few days the yellowish leaves 
had turned green and the sprouts were growing well. 

The seeds that had not sprouted Were separated from the sprouts and 
sowed; they Were up in a few days. As you know the usual advice is to 
transplant or pot seedlings after true leaves have developed. I have 
found that I can move them at any time, with care, with just the coty
ledon leaves developed. If your flats are crowded, as sometimes happens, 
one can thin them out by this means and not lose seedlings. 

I think, in theory, there is something to be said for transplanting 
into pots as soon as they appear (one-half to one inch high), since at 
that stage they are still drawing nourishment from the cotyledons and 
so are less dependent on external conditions. I usually use 12-PACKS 
and have had quite good luck but it is tedious work. 

Have you ever noticed that seedlings will emerge with the tips of 
the cotyledons clasped together by the remains of the seed husk? The 
large seeds, such as aobaea and grandif10ruB are particularly bad. In 
trying to detach the strangling incubus, I sometimes break the plant in 
two. The lower portion in the soil will not usually grow whereas the 
upper part with the cotyledon leaves may sometimes be induced to put out 
fresh roots and continue to grow if it is planted as a "cutting." Why 
would anyone wish to do that with a "jillion" seedlings already there? 
Well, it is just fun to see what one can do and sometimes one may have 
only a few sprouts and wish to preserve all that one can. 

Here is a list of Penstemons I had blooming in my garden and at the 
Cox Arboretum: 

P. alpinus: One group of four plants grown from seeds labeled al
pinus turned out to be something else. They bloomea similar to proaerus 
but were taller than the proaerus in another section of the garden. 
Another plant in the rock garden at Cox was aZpinus. While it had thick, 
heavy stems, it sprawled. The flowers were a beautiful bicolor, very 
light blue melding into a deeper blue in the limb (face) of the bloom. 
The plant dies back to the ground in the winter but puts out a dozen 
blooming stems as spring and summer progress. 

P. pinifoUus: This is the fourth straight year it has bloomed. 
The flowers are a bright red on eight-inch stems. This particular plant 
grows in the crack of a rock wall at the base of some steps. It faces 
south and is growing in neutral to slightly alkaline gravel and soil. 

P. cardWelZii: Several plants bloomed although there was consid
eraob.le winter burn and dieback. A cover of pine boughs helps prevent 
burn and considerable pruning eliminated the dieback such that the plants 
produced nice lavender·blooms. Cuttings are eaosy to propagate. 

P. rupico1..a alba: Finally was able· to get one plant to grow and 
it produced several stems of nice white blooms. It grew quite well the 
rest of the summer and I hope it survives the winter. It is in the rock 
garden at Cox. 
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P. 'Crystal': Two clumps about two feet across bloomed well at Cox 
in t~e rock garden. One of the clumps at the head of rock steps had a 
conslderable amount of dead material in it. This was removed early and 
it put out neW growth and bloomed. Cuttings rooted easily. 

P. barrettiae: I was afraid this plant would not survive the winter 
here but it grew well.making a nice large clump with rather large purple
pink bl?oms. The follage turned a purple-bronze color during the winter 
preceedlng last spring. It suddenly started to die while I was awaY for 
a few weeks and, upon examination, I found that a rabbit had dug a nest 
under the plant, practically uprooting it. I"was not able to save it. 

I 
P. nitidus: I was finally able to grow one plant year before last 

and put it in the rock garden at Cox. It bloomed in April but the blooms 
were not the good blue I had expected; there was more purple in the 
bloom. ~t is a wonderful little plant with firm, thick, grey-green 
l~aves wlth.flowers in distinct verticillasters on stout stems, almost 
llke a hyaclnth. It seemed to survive most of the summer but toward 
fal~, started to die. It may survive but I have my doubts. It will be 
a dlstinct loss and I am now trying to germinate more seed. It apparent
ly needs to be planted on top of a pile of sand and gravel to give it 
good drainage. 

P. aaespitosus: This charming little prostrate plant formed a mat 
about two feet across, part of it creeping up onto the side of a large 
rock. It bloomed sparsely with tiny blue-purple flowers about one-half 
inch long. I did not haove any 8uccesswith cuttings but I was away for 
an extended period of time and could not care for them. 

P. tubaejlorus: I Saw this Penstemon growing wild in Arkansas and 
was struck by its beauty. John Lambert sent me seeds from Mena, Arkan
sas. 

. P. aampanulatus: I am uncertain whether all of my plants bearing 
thls label are aampanuZatus. I raised them from seeds with that label 
but I have quite a variety of colors ranging from pink through purple to 
bur~dy. Some are bicolor with stripes in the bloom. They may be a 
hybrld type since I believe they were garden-grown seed. They die to 
the ground here but put out new growth in the spring, sp~a'Wl into a 
rather larg~ clump and bloom until frost cuts them .down. I suppose that, 
be?ause of lt~ h~bit, many would rogue it, but I like the blooms and am 
gOlng . to try 1 t J.n a gravel mix. I saw tall beautiful ones in the Royal 
BotanJ.cal Gardens in Edinburgh, Scotland and they were in a gravel mix; 

'Bruce Meyers' Hybrids: While commenting on aampanulatus I might 
comment on some of. Bruce's Mexicana hybrids that I raised this past year 
for.many ·of them ?ear a close resemblance to the blooms of aampanuZatus. 
Agaln, our extenslve travel interferred with much of my work with them 
b,;-t . I did raise fif~y each of the 7~-283 aampanuZatus - fiUsepaZus X 
f~l~sep~Zus - parryl, 75-3~4 - .gentlanoides ~ campanulatus X filisepalus 
- parryl and 74-~3T - gent~ono~des - Mex. hyb. X filisepalus - parryi. 
I also ~ad some Husum Hills' but set them out too late to have bloom. 
The M,:,xlc~as were planted in a gravel-mix bed in June and started 
b~ooffiln~ ln late August. The plants, for the most part, were upright 
Wl th quJ. te a variety of bloom colors. One of the 75-304 plants had 
blooms that were light pink with dark red stripes, a beautiful flower. 
I had planned to self it but was called out of town at the wrong time. 
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Blooms ranged in color from pink to deep red with some violets, purp1es 
and lavenders. They bloomed until frost cut them down and produced 
quite a bit of seed. That is one of the mat~ers that concerns Bruce; 
that is, maintaining a source of seeds for h;cs crosses. ~ was not able 
to send seed to the exchange but it appears that I can ralse them here 
and I am planning for a larger crop this year. I hope some of the 
plants will winter here; however, I am planning to have. rows of at least 
100 p1ants of each in the nursery at Cox so some selectlon can be made. 
That is hardly enough but is about the maximum I can handle. 

P. striatus: These were the "Bandera" variety collected in the 
Bandera mountains. I had twenty-four plants in the nursery at Cox. 
They grew to three feet on stiff stems that held up well in heavy rain. 
The plants had a variety of flower colors. Most were a blue-purple but 
one plant had bicolor blue flowers, pale blue and dark blue. This is a 
very nice plant and seems quite hardy here. 

P. aobaea-trif7orus: I had several plants of this one with apple 
blossom colored blooms. The plants suffered from fungus and I do not 
know whether they will live. The seed heads molded before they dried 
and I think the seed will not be any good. The blooms were beautiful. 

P.aobaea: I had one plant that bloomed with large white flowers. 
It tended to sprawl in the wet weather. 

'Henry Hybrids': I purchased twelve plants from the Henry Fields 
Nursery in Iowa in late May. The plants came in beautiful shape. Each 
plant was in a plastic bag,barerooted with the leaves clipped very 
close to the crown. The roots were six to eight inches long and com
pletely free of soil, nice fleshy roots. I planted them in a new bed 
at the Arboretum that had been prepared with a large amount of gravel 
added to the soil. I spread the roots over a cone of soil in the holes 
that had been dug, pulled dirt around them and watered them in good. 
I have never seen plants make such rapid growth. The flowers were a. 
aobaea type, ranging in color from pale 1avender to deep lavender, P1nk 
to red and inc1uded a variety of bic010r forms. 

P. digitalis X aalyaosus: While I understand there is some ques
tion about the validity of this cross, I have gotten some interesting 
results from plants raised from seeds labe1edas this cross. From a 
row of twenty-five plants .set out at the Cox Arboretum, one plant grew 
dwarf to a height of about twelve inches. The leaf nodes were spaced 
about one and one-half inches apart along the stem and the blo0nu;' were 
grouped at the top. The color was a pale pink. I transplanted 1t to 
the rock garden and it survived the winter. Seeds were collected last 
year and sent to the Seed Exchange. I also have around fif~y ~eedlings 
in the nursery at Cox and am hoping they will be dwarf for ~ t 1S a hand
some plant. The foliage along the stems was red this fall with ~he 
basal growth a rich green. I also sent seeds to the Exchange thlS year. 
I will be anxious to know whether anY other members raise dwarf plants 
from the seed. It will be a fine plant for the rock garden if it stays 
dwarf. 

The other plants of this type in the nursery grew t~l as ~ost P. 
digitalis grow. Some bloomed white while others were a l~ght P1nk. 
Also, some had red stems and some had rich green foliage. The plants 
are very hardy. 
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P. hirsutus: This includes the regular species types and minimus 
and pygmaeus. Some had pale 1avender f10wers, some pink with a tinge of 
purple and some were a deep lavender with white lower lips. One plant 
which had been transferred to the rock garden had 125 b100m stems of 
deep lavender flowers with white lower lips and was an outstanding show
piece. I thought it would bloom itself to death, but after cutting it 
back, it grew vigorously. Seed were sent to the Exchange. 

P. smaZZii: I stratified seeds as I have described. The seeds 
were planted in a 5" x 7" plastic flat on Febr,uary 10, 1981 after being 
removed from stratification. They were planted in Metro-Mix seed mix
ture and raP:i4ly germinated. One hundred plants were transplanted to 
12-Packs and later, as they reached a larger size, they were planted in 
the nursery at Cox and in my garden at home. They began blooming in 
early August. I removed stems that would have produced flowers on many 
of the plants in order to have plants that would bloom by June of next 
year when the Midwest Chapter meets here. P. smaZZii is a good heavy 
bloomer here and is probably the most colorful eastern Penstemon. The 
blooms are a red-purple with a very prominent yellow beard. I find it 
easy to grow and one of my favorites. 

P. ovatus: B100med in May with rather good blue flowers melding 
into violet. The plants were two and one-half feet tall and stood the 
wet weather quite well. One group, labeled ovatus hybrids were a bit 
more vigorous. 

P. okZahomensis: I got these plants from James Taylor and they 
produced beautiful pure white flowers; not many but very nice. The 
bloom was long and narrow, somewhat like hirsutus but without the closed 
limb (face). With extended absence from home this fall, the weeds seem 
to have choked them out. 

P. humilis: Plant and flowers resemble ovatus but the plant Was 
not as vigorous as ovatus. 

P. barbatus: I have a number of barbatus type plants with the 
sharks head blooms ranging from pink to bright red. 'Prairie Fire' is 
one of the more robust types, standing up quite well in the wet weather. 
others had to be staked. I like this type and it seems to be long
lived here. 'Bashful' and 'Elfin Pink', Which I have, seem to be se
lected smaller plants from the barbatus strain, but I do not know this 
to be true. They are all hardY plants here and mine are several years 
old. 

'Westlander': This is one of Alan Scharf's developments and isa 
very beautiful plant. It stands about eighteen inches tall and has 
bright pink flowers closely grouped on the stem. This is a very choice 
Penstemon. 

'Debut': This is another Alan Scharf development with purple. 
flowers very much like 'Westlander' in size and shape. It is a very 
desirable plant also. 

'Utah State': I was quite struck by this development. I raised a 
dozen of these and they had very heavy stems, as thick as one's middle 
finger, with many b1ue-purple b10ssoms. They wintered well last year 
and produced good bloom again last summer. This would be a good 
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beginner's plant. 

'Anza' Hybrids: I assume seed·s for these plants came from Myrtle's 
Anza, California garden. I do not know what Penstemons produced the hy
brid. I have eight of these in the garden at Cox and a few at home. 
Some bloomed bicolor blue, some were purple and some were maroon. One 
plant at home had flowers of a deep delphinium blue. I have never seen 
that color in a Penstemon. The plant was not as vigorous as the others 
and I am not certain it will live through the winter. I was able to 
collect a few seed pods with seeds in them and am stratifYing them now. 
This could be an outstanding plant if the seeds produce plants true to 
the original. If it does, I will try to self it. 

P. gloxinoides-hartwegii: Seeds were sent to the Cox Arboretum 
from a French Botanical Garden. I sowed seeds in February, transplanted 
seedlings once and set the plants out in late May at Cox. These were 
planted in the new gravel garden. In late July, blossoms started to 
appear, large gloxinia-type in many colors ranging from pink to deep red 
and· from purple to maroon. Many of them had white throats. They make a 
spectacular display but must be treated as annuals here. I have had some 
of this type live through the winter in sheltered spots with some cover. 
They root readily from cuttings but, this year, fros·t cut them down be
fore I could get. to them. 

I had quite a number of other hybrids that I will not discuss at 
this time. Many seedlings were grown for display next June at the Mid
west Meeting here and I will try to list them in the invitation which 
we send ·out after T see which survived the winter. We have had weather 
with temperatures below zero for over a week and last weekend it dipped 
to 19° below. Fortunately we have had snow cover to help protect plants. 

Virginia Level 
Seattle, Washington 

July, 1981 

Through the Arboretum annual plant sale, I was able to get P. david
sonii which has done well. P. barrettiae has not lasted long. However, 
my soil has vastly improved by making the soil's drainage better, so will 
trY again growing P. barrettiae. One season of P. rupicola and it disap
peared. I would like to try a white one. From ·all the letters I read, 
it sounds to me as though I should try it from seed. Once I get a descrip
tion of the penstemons. selection can be made. They are lovely to look at. 
I was amazed to learn there are more than 230 species and all but one are 
native to North America. I have sent for all the material available and 
can have a lovely fall studying what I receive. Someone told me that 
rainy winters often kill Penstemons in this area. Perhaps planting under 
overhanging roofs or evergreens is a solution. Would someone care to com
ment? P. jamesii on the cover of the Penstemon Bulletin of July, 1980 is 
gorgeous. 
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Ada Duncan 
Buffalo, Wyoming 

October, 1981 

My Penstemons ·did well this year. The ones Myrtle's daughter sent 
bloomed . A good many were the red barbatus type or possibly eatonii. a 
brilliant red. There were also some of a rosy-lavender of the glaber 
type. Some of the glaucous type did not bloom but are healthy looking. 

\ 
Kip Phillips 

Mandan, North Dakota 
October, 1981 

. P. caespitosus (Albino) is doing well in the rock garden. P. pini
fol~us is growing well and seems to be spreading. P. hirsutus from 
Bennett is spreadi~g throughout the yard. P. gracilis bloomed. I think 
most of the P. alb~dus is gone. Angustifolius has also disappeared-
have lost a lot. I still have a white cobaea and some 'Avalon' hybrids 
that are on the pink to deep lavender, and, of course, P. grandiflopus. 

Carl Amason 
Calion, Arkansas 

September 15, 1981 

I had P. l71U1'1'C1yanus in bloom and the picture in the robin is quite 
color accurate. It is an orange-red. I had forgotten just how much 
yellow was in the bloom color. The common P. digitalis was lovely all 
about the country, .along with early patches of P. laxiflopus. I had a 
few plants of P. smaUii and P. arkansanus to round out my Penstemon 
crop. At this time I have noticed a number of seedlings coming up in 
the beds as volunteers. 

Rose Sigurdson 
Ethridge, Montana 

April, 1981 

Well, our mild weather lasted the whole winter. I can't remember a 
winter like this, but in talking with an old friend who is 87 years old, 
she said the winter of 1917-18 was even warmer and drier. As · I was born 
i~ the . spring of 1918, that one quite escaped me. We do have six or 
elgh~ lnches of. surface moisture so the farmers are busy starting their 
seedlng and hoplng for lots of rain. Hope springs eternal in the breast 
of a dry land farmer. 

. For the benefit of our members I will tell you something of the 
cllmate of northern Montana where I live. Our average rainfall is ten 
to twelve inches; our winters are usually pretty cold most of the time, 
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down to 20° or 30° below zero but not for long. We usually have warm 
spells of southwest windS, caJ.1ed Chinooks. Which can melt the accumu
lated snowfall in a few days. Sometimes we have quite deep snowfalls 
and sometimes very little, called an "open winter." Hardy pents do well 
here as they like the. drier weather and the cold doesn't hurt them. Our 
native prairie pent here is n:i tiduB and closer to the Rocky Mountains, 
erianf/hePU8 and ai::mJei'tuB. Our springs are usuaJ.1y cool and garden 
plants like tomatoes. green peppers, cucumbe.rs and melons don't usually 
start growing well until July. July and August are the best growing 
months. This is wheat and barley growing country. July and August are 
too hot but the nights are usually cool so we don't suffer from the heat 
too long. 

For a report on my pents: The plant of nitiduB, naturalized in my 
flower garden by the house where everything in the garden competes with 
a huge lilac tree. is growing well. This same plant has been there 
since about 1962; once it almost died out from the drought but is coming 
back. I planted a rooted cutting of the Scharf 'Saskatoon' hybrid in a 
two-Pound coffee can with most of the bottom cut out. This is to help 
keep lilac tree roots om and also make a place for watering. The can 
is sunk in tbe soil.. I see this plant is putting out new growth. It is 
pink flowered with. fairly large pink heUs. 

The three Penste1iK:>n plants I grew from seed last year (I had more 
but only thr~e survived the summe:r'} I planted in the fall in the wild
flower bed on the north side of my vegetable garden and they have peren
nated and are growing yell. There is one 'Flathead Lake' hybrid and two 
srnctus. P. attenuatus. cream colored variety, is almost gone, but 
there are a 'few green sprouts coming up from the dead leaf covering. 
This plant il!l growing under a pruned chokecherry tree so gets plenty of' 
light, but chokecherry trees put out so many suckers. I really don't 
know hOW the poor pent lasted this long. I keep clipping off' the suckers 
but some of' them get awa:y from me. I will take some of' these sprouts and 
plant them in a better place. The pretty blue P. attenuatWil looks very 
good this spring. Confe:r>tus is still with me as are the Scarf' 'Saska
toon 'hybrids . 

I have stratified seed of' two types of' nitidus I got from the seed 
society, also I am trying the 'Bandera' type from Los Altos, New Mexico 
Government Experiment Station and 'Prairie :Fire' hybrid and 'Fate
Seeba' hybrid. Some of these .seeds I have had f'or a while and hope they 
will grow f'or me this time. 

I found this interesting tid-bit in somebody's newspaper column: 

Q. Why is a round-robin letter called that? 
A. OriginaJ.1y it was a petition with the signatures written in a 

circle so nohody could figure out who si8lled f'irst. 
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BOTANICAL DESCRIPTIONS 

PENSTEMON GRAHAMII (gray'-ham-ee-eye) 

From: TENTATIVE BOOKLET AURATOR 
1965 

Ralph Bennett 

A cushionlike, alpine-:-&ppearing little pJ.,ntwi th a small, dense 
clump of'.ova.l green leaves at the base, about 2 inches high but quite 
broad, from ~ch arise a few short stems about 6 inches high, getting 
only a few indies above the clump of leaves. 1eaf'y all the wa:y to the 
flowers, and having large, wide-momhed, light lavender flowers in few
flowered spikes half' as long as the stems. 

Range: 

Uinta County, Utah, Green River and westward. 

~one to three, 3--6 in. high, erect, pubescent throughout; 
basal leaves f'orming a rounded, quite broM clump, 1anceolate-ovate 

to oval, obtuse, 3/4-1 in. long, 1/2-3/4 in. wide, with winged petioles, 
entire or rarely obscurdly toothed, glabrous or nearly so, leathery, 
prominently veined, slightly glaucous; . 

stem leaves oblong, cla.sping or nearly heart-shaped at base, obtuse 
or acute, entire or rarely obscurely toothed, the .1argest about 1% in. 
long~ quite c10seJ.y packed on stems, glabrous or nearly so, leathery, 
prollll.nently veined, slightlY glaucous; 

bracts 1e&flike, very graduaJ.1y reducing tnrough.theinflorescence, 
the lower pair nearly as long. as the flowers, puberulent; . 

inf'lorescence short, narrow, densely packed, of· \2-6 clusters' of' 3-5 
flowers each, the who1e.about 3 in. long, half' length.of stem, the pedun
cles hugging the stem, the branches glandular-pubescent; 

sepals 7-9 mm. long, 1anceo1ate,&cute, narrowly scarious at base, 
moderately pubescent with prominent gland-tipped hairs; 

corolla 30-35 mm. long, 11-12 mm. wide, the tube narrow, &brupt1y 
expanding into the strongly arched throat not as long as tube • ne&rly 
as bro&d as long, the limb barely wider than the throat. deeply 2-
lipped,* 

the mouth widely ga.ping. throat. glandU\.ar-puhescent on out
side. glabrous within except fora sparse beard of white hairs &cross . 
base of' l~r lip, not glandular, light to deep lavender, the lower lip 
striped w:lth red-purple.; *the upper lip erect, the lower (l)ne sha.rply 
recUfTed, . 

sta,minode. exserted, not dilated but curved, at apex.dells~ly and 
prominently bearded on all sides f'or entire length with deep orange 
flattened hairs; 
~ protrudicng noticeably beyond mouth. of'. corolla, the sacs al

most as broad &8. long, widely divaricate ,. peltatelyeXP1a.nate with long 
line of contact, smooth; . ' 

capSule glabrous. 

(Keck, 1938), "This Pl~t is undoubtedly a very narrow endemic of 
th~ Uinta Basin. Not far to the west occurs P •. dol.iWII, a species with 
whJ.ch the' present novelty h&8 very little in common; and to the somh
ward is found P. TrIOffattii, likewise but distantly related. It. has some 
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habital features in common with P. aleburnei, and a flower-size resem
blance with P. eriantherus, both of which occur well to the northwa~~ of 
it in Wyoming. However, the most distinctive features of P. grahami~, 
its corolla with peculiar shape and ratio between length of tube and 
throat, and its staminode, are duplicated only in P. mise~~ which occurs 
from Nevada westward. The remarkable flower of P. grah~~ is found on 
a smaller scale in the large-flowered forms of P. miser, but not else
where in this section. Likewise, the falcate staminode, so densely 
bearded throughout its length with bright orange short hairs, is quite 
alike in the two species except that in P. grahamii the beard is quite 
as dense on the lower as on the upper side. Accordingly, in floral 
characters there is considerable similarity between P. grahamii and P. 
miser, and in vegetative characters, between it and P. aleburnei." 

PENSTEMON KUNTHII (kun'-thee-eye) 

From: PENSTEMONS OF MEXICO 
1959 to 1963 

Dr. Richard M. Straw 

Penstemon kunthii G. Don, in Loud. Hort. Brit. 243, 1830. 
CheZone angustifolia HEK, Nov. Gen. & Sp. 2: 365, 1817. 
Penstemon angustifolium Poir. in Diet. Sci. Nat. 38: 385, 1825; 

non Fraser ex Pursh, Fl. Amer. Sept. 2: 738, 1814. 
CheloneatropurpU1'ea Sweet, Brit. Fl. Gard. 3: 235, 1828. 
Penstemon atropurpU1'eum G. Don in Loud. Hort. Brit. 243, 1830. 
Penstemon aampanulatus B angustifolium Hook. Bot. Mag. t. 3884, 

1842. 
Penstemon aampanulatus var. angustiflora Loes. Bull. Herb. Boiss. 

2:562, 1894. 
Penstemon aampanulatus of most authors, in part only. 

While it is possible that the name P. atropurpU1'eus is based on a 
hybrid segregate from the cross P. aampanulatus X P. kunthii, as sug
gested by Sprague and Bullock, its configuration and color are c~nsis~ent 
with many plants I have seen in the field, and which I would ass~gn w~th
out question to P. kunthii. There is no justification for maintaining P. 
atropurpU1'eus as a separate species or hybrid as these authors did. The 
name P. roSBUS (Cerv. ex Sweet) G. Don (in Loud. Hort. Brit. 243, 1830), 
more clearly refers to a hybrid segregate, but the hybrids and their de
rivatives that may be observed both in gardens and in -nature seem too 
variable to warrant the use of so poorly defined a name for all or for 
a:ny particular part of them. 

Distinction between P. kunthii and P. aampanulatus, even when hy
bridization is not an apparent factor, is not always readily made. In 
spite of some variation, and the occurrence of sporadic pinkS, in P. 
kunthii color is an important criterion; the reds belong solely to this 
species, othe violet and blue-purple shades to P. aampanulatus. It is 
well known, of course, that color may be unreliable on herbarium sheets 
(although in fact the distinction between reds, which often remain dark, 
and purples, which fade typically to light colors, is often easily made), 
and the collectors' notes are often ambiguous or lack this information. 
So it is proper to suggest other characteristics on which the decision 
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may be based. Flower shape is the most reliable if well-pressed flow-
ers are availableo' the corollas of P. kunthii being clearly tubular, or 
at most gradually ampliate; and those of P. aampanulatUB abruptly ven
tricose and bilabiate. In P. kunthii, furthermore, the anthers are fully 
explanate and without the strong median ridges in each sac that charac
terize the less explanate and usually naviculate anthers of P. aampanula
tus. Vegetatively the distinction is less easy; although P. kunthii is 
more often glabrous on the stem than is P. aampanulatus, this cannot be 
depended upon. The sepal characteristics mentioned by Sprague and Bullock 
I have not been able to apply with any measure .9f success. 

The sp~cies is typically a much-branched perennial herb of dis
turbed site~ such as roadsides and fields. It may reach a height of 
one meter or more, but is usually lower. 

The leaves are ordinately lanceolate, sessile and sharply serrate, 
but vary considerably in size and may, especially when small, be nearly 
linear. 

Axillary fascicles of one to several pairs of small linear leaves 
are usually conspicuous, although the internodes of these lateral 
branches do not usually elongate much. In older (i.e., late season) 
specimens the primary leaves are often lost and the fascicle leaves may 
give a false impression of the true leaf size and shape. 

Inflorescence a thyrsoid panicle in which, in favorable soils or 
seasons, the indeterminate lateral branches may elaborate into secondary 
panicles with many flowers. Ordinarily, however, a peduncle bears only 
one to four flowers above its two bracteoles. 

Bracts of the inflorescence resemble the leaves, but, at least 
above the lowest, are much smaller and continually diminish in size up
ward. 

Sepals are linear-lanceolate to lanceolate and attenuate, anod like 
the rest of the inflorescence parts, moderately to strongly pubescent 
with gland-tipped hairs. 

Corolla narrowly tubular to gradually ampliate, with a bilabiate 
but subregular limb, the upper lip usually erect or slightly spreading, 
the lower spreading. The colors are strong to dark red, lighter within 
and sometimes below, usually with strong guide-lines in the throat. 

Anthers typically inclUded (contrary to the observations made by 
Sprague and Bullock) but at times may be somewhat exserted; they are dis
tinctly peltate-explanate and glabrous. 

Staminode reaches the lower lip or a little beyond, filliform, some
what dilated distally, occasionally glabrous but usually with a beard of 
erect or shaggy yellow hairs that are usually less than 1 mm. long and 
confined to the distal few mm. 

Capsule glabrous and ovoid, and dehisces into four valves. 

Seeds brown or black, angular-compressed, about 2 mm. long. 

This species is distributed throughout most of the Sierra Madre 
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Occidental. It is found in the oak and pine-oak belts mostly between 
1500 and 2400 meters, but locally may extend upward to nearly 3000 meters. 

PENSTEMON CAMPANULATUS (cam-pan-u-lay' -tus) 

From: PENSTEMONS OF MEXICO 
1959 to 1963 

Dr. Richard M. Straw 

Penstemon campanulatus (Cav.) Wiild. Sp. Pl. 3:228. 1800 
Chelone campanulata Cav. Ic. 1: 18. t. 29. 1791. 
Penstemon pulchellum Lindl. Bot. Reg. t. 1138. 1828. 
Penstemon campanulatus of most authors, in part only (excluding 

P. kunthii; v. supra) 

The extent of the confusion between this species and P. kunthii has 
already been discussed. It had been customary to include all of the re
lated material under this name, or to consider P. aampanulatus and P. 
pulchellum to be separate entities, and some herbaria are apparently 
still so segregated. The figure associated with Lindley's description 
of P. pulahellum shows a rather pubescent stem, and this characteristic 
has been used to segregate that species from P. aampanulatus. Neither 
the figure nor the information given as to the source of the seed clari
fies the status of this entity. 

According to Lindley's descriptive notes, the plants from which his 
P. pulahellum was described were grown from seeds " ... brought in 1826 to 
Mr. Tate, of Sloane Street ... in July last, by Mr. R. F. Staples, ~o whom 
the same collection owes many other valuable plants." Attempts to de
termine what other plants Mr. Staples brought home, by perusal of the 
pages of the Botanical Register of the period 1826 to 1830, have yielded 
only Gonolobus grandiflopus (t. 1053) as being attributed to him. With 
the kind help of Dr. Robert E. Woodson, Jr., it was found that this is 
probably a synonym for G. ahloranthus Schlecht., a native of Vera Cruz. 
It thus seems most likely, other information being lacking, that Staples 
spent his time in southern rather than in northern Mexico, and took the 
type of P. pulahellum from the range of typical P. aampanulatus, to which 
it is here referred as a synonym. 

16a. Penstemon campanulatus (Cav.) Willd., subsp. campanulatus. 

VegetativelY, P. aampanulatus is much like P. kunthii, although it 
does not grow as tall as the latter may on occasion. It is a perennial 
herb, with numerous branches arising from the rootstock to a height of 
4-8 dm. In the typical subspecies the stem is glabrous to densely but 
minutely puberulent over its entire surface. 

The primary cauline leaves are sessile, narrowly to broadly lanceo
late, acute to acuminate, and moderately to very strongly serrate, the 
teeth often incurved and usually somewhat blunt-tipped; rarely, a col
lection may have nearly entire leaves. The axillary fascicles are ordi
narily very well developed, with two to several pairs of linear or nar
rowly lanceolate leaves and slightly elongated internodes; but the fas
cicle is seldom longer than the subtending primary leaf. The leaves 
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are wholly glabrous or at the most sparingly puberulent along the 
lowermost margins and major veins. The bracts are like the leaves, 
though progressively shorter upward and mostly relatively broader, to 
ovate in shape, attenuate and more nearly entire. 

The peduncles are 7-15 1JDI1. long, bibracteolate, moderately glandu
lar-pubescent, two to several-flowered, the longest pedicels usually 
shorter than the peduncles and similarly glandular. The bracteoles are 
narrowly lanceolate or linear and inconspicuous. 

~pals lanceolate ,acuminate, 5-15 1JDI1. long, entire, and glandular. 

Defining the tubular part of the corolla as the region basal to the 
separation of the staminode from the corolla,I am unable to demonstrate 
that the sepals are longer, relative to this part of the corolla, in 
this species than in P. kunthii. although in many sheets fro~ Nuevo Leon 
they are indeed very long. The corolla expands abruptly above the tube 
into a ventricose throat, vith a strongly bilabiate limb. The upper lip 
is erect or somewhat spreading, the lower broadly spreading, and usually 
sparingly villose on the inner surface. 

Anthers are included, with a strong median ridge, and glabrous. 

Staminode reaches the lower lip, is dilated distally and ordinarilY 
yellow-bearded. 

Capsule and seeds like those of P. kunthii. 

16b. Penstemon aampanuZatus subsp. subglandulosUB (S. S. White) Straw, 
comb. nov. 

The type collection (of this Bubsp.) differes from P. oampanuZatus 
(subsp. oampanuZatus) in two regards. First, the distribution of the 
glandular hairs in the inflorescence is limited to the pedicels and caly
cles, whereas in the species as a whole the ent.1re int"lorescence includ
ing the main axis, is glandular; and second, the leaves are elli;tic or . 
sub-rhomboidal, nearly petiolate, and serrate only in the distal portion. 

Since the aspect is so different in two collections assignable here, 
I first thought this taxon should be raised to specific rank. Examina
tion of larger suites of III&terial from northwestern Mexico, however, 
shows that this entity is extremely localized in the southern part of 
the Rio de Bavispe region of Sonora, which White explored rather thor
oughly. Furthermore, i tcan be shown that this local population inter
gra~es both in pubescence and in leaf characters with other populations, 
as ~n collections of Hewett from nearby Chihuahua. On this account the 
taxon is left in a sub-specific status. It does, apparently, have ~ cer
tain geographic standing, which is interpreted along with the morphology, 
to warrant more than the varietal position originally given it. 

16c. Penstemon oampanulatus subsp. ohihuahuensisl Straw, subsp. nov. 

A subsp. aampanulata caulibus plus minusve dense pilosis differt. 

The type is Townsend & Barber 106 (in the U. S. National Herbarium, 
No. 736783), :rom the Sierra Madre, near Colonia Garcia, Chihuahua, at 
7500 feet alt~tude, July 4 (6), 1899. Isotypes in F, GH, ND, US. 
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The collections of P. campanuZatus from Chihuahua and many of those 
from Durango differ strongly from ,those of the type area in having rela
tivelylong white hairs on the stems and leaf bases,the pubescence 
varying from a very dense and conspicuous shaggy covering to a small 
number of hairs usually accumulated near and below the junctions of the 
leaf pairs. In the shape of the leaves subsp. chihuahensis l is .in essen
tial accord with the typical sub~pecies, and in Durango, e~en in the 
same localities, there is a nearly complete intergradation in pubescence 
with that subspecies. This intergradation suggests that the populations 
are related as subspecies rather than as species. 

A collection from the San Luis Mountains of northern Chihuahua, 
Nearns 2222, has been used as the basis for considering this species 
(sub. P. puz.cheZZ1-\s) a native of New Mexico (Nisbet & Jackson), Univ. 
Kansas Sci. Bull. 41: 731, 1960), but this is an error. 

1 Three different spellings of this subspecies have been found: two in 
the above article and one !lpelled "chihuahuae11sis" in the Lodewick 
Identifie,r. 
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